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While every effort is made to ensure the factual accuracy of the information provided in this publication, Quantum 
Safety Network shall not be held responsible for any errors of omissions, inaccuracies, misleading or out of date 
information as presented within the publication or as interpreted by the reader. This includes any printing and 
formatting defects that may lead to information being distorted or left out.

Disclaimer

Quantum Safety Network Pte Ltd was started in 2003 as a trading company determined to 
help meet the needs of industries in Singapore for protective equipment due to the increasing 
stringency of local workplace safety and health policies. Since inception, we have worked with 
countless local and multinational companies as well as suppliers from all around the globe. 
We are committed to serving the occupational, health, safety and environmental protection 
needs in Singapore and Asia. It is our aim to protect people, assets and the environment 
with high-quality, occupational health and safety products and value-added services.

We supply high quality products from leading manufacturers that comply or exceed most 
international safety standards such as ANSI, EN, JIS, CSI, AS, NIOSH as well as other regional or 
local safety standards. Apart from meeting technical requirements, we also take great care in 
providing protection while not impairing work. We pay close attention to the fitting, comfort, 
customer preference and work environment when curating our product line and making 
recommendations. Apart from working closely with businesses to protect their workforce, our 
products are also readily available to end users through our online store: safetysolutions.com.sg.

Besides supplying protective equipment, we believe in a holistic approach to the concept of 
occupational health and safety. Our staff are well trained to provide customers with comprehensive 
training and advice on the proper usage, fitting, maintenance and limitations of certain protective 
devices supplied by us. We promise to strive and update ourselves with the latest in safety and 
occupational health so that we can help our customers with hazard identification, safety practice 
recommendations and the selection of appropriate protective devices for the best level of protection. 

To be the most reliable and innovative safety solutions provider in the markets we serve. 

To provide high-quality, reliable and innovative safety related products and services by working 
closely with suppliers and customers, thereby ensuring a mutually beneficial relationship.

About Us

Our Vision

Our Promise

Quantum Safety Network Pte Ltd
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HEAD PROTECTION

Protect the most important part of your 
body from bumps, falling debris and other 
sources of trauma.
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3M White Safety Helmet (H-701R)

AL-Gard CS509 Clean Control Safety Bump Cap

AL-Gard Lightweight Bump Cap Liner

AL-Gard Safety Helmet With Chin Strap (EN397)

Model: H701R

Model: ALG-CS509

Model: ALG-EXSC

Model: ALG-MO2WT

Material: Polypropylene + Copren (133g)
Color: White
Adjustable ratchet system allows for a good fit for any head size
Adjustable chinstrap for extra security
Suitable for use under hooded cleanroom smock

C/W 4-point ratch suspension and standard brow pad
With accessory for ear muff, face shield attachment
Meet ANSI/ISEA Z89.1-2009 Type 1, Class C, G and E

Material: Polypropylene
Color: White
This cap is developed to meet needs for light helmet for light work 
environment
It is not suitable for heavy work environment 
Suitable for use with most caps as shown in the photos
*Cap is not included with sale

Tough Polypropylene Shell with lightweight construction (375g)
4-Point Webbing and quick-release ratchet system with sweat band for 
good comfort and fit
Top vented for added comfort during long hours of wear
Suitable for 51-62cm head sizes
EN 397 | ANSI Certified
Available in white, black, orange, red and green
Also available with an optional visor (for black and white colours only)
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AL-Gard Short-Peak Baseball Bump Cap (BBC)

AL-Gard Micro-Peak Baseball Bump Cap (BBC)

Bullard Elastic 3-Point Chin Strap with Chin Cup

Bullard Safety S61 “SS98 Certified” Hard Hat 
(Made in USA)

Model: ALG-BBC

Model: ALG-BBC

Model: BULCHINSTRAP

Model: S61R

Design for protection against bump
Fashion and comfort for all day wear day and night
Reflective piping on all model to improve visibility

Two panel of mesh provide added ventilation
Unique elastic adjuster to fit head size from 53cm to 63cm

Base liner can be removed and fully washable
Sleek low profile design

Available in navy blue and red/grey

Design for protection against bump
Fashion and comfort for all day wear day and night
Reflective piping on all model to improve visibility

Two panel of mesh provide added ventilation
Unique elastic adjuster to fit head size from 53cm to 63cm

Base liner can be removed and fully washable
Sleek low profile design

Available in navy blue

Elastic and adjustable length 
Suitable for use with most Bullard helmets

Pictured helmet - S61R-WHR
Helmet is not included with sale

4-point suspension
Pillowed cotton, brow pads

 Wide seamless nylon crown straps
Front and rear vertical height adjustments

Accessory slots accept a wide variety of attachments
Meets SS98:2003 & ANSI/ISEA Z89.1, Type I, Class E and G 

requirements
Made in the USA

SS98 certified
Available in hi-vis orange, pacific blue, yellow
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Bullard Standard S62 “SS98 Certified” Vented Hard Hat 
(Made in USA)

Bullard Standard S71 Full-Brim Hard Hat (Made in USA)

Clean Tek LED Light Strip for Helmets

Dancel Safety Helmet

Model: S62R

Model: S71R

Model: CTLED1

Model: DAN-01Y

4-point suspension system
Ratchet suspensions can be adjusted between hat sizes 6 1 /2 “ - 8”
Replaceable vinyl brow pad is pillowed for maximum comfort
Lightweight, vented shell design for increased ventilation and 
comfort
Features accessory slots for attaching a variety of accessories
Vertical height adjustment capability (two front, two rear)
Made in the USA
SS98 certified
Available in pacific blue, black, hi-vis yellow, hi-vis orange, yellow, 
red

4-point suspension system
Fll brim design protects against splash, glare and sun exposure
Permanent under-brim glare guard
Flex-Gear ratchet suspension (RS4RC) can be adjusted between hat 
sizes 6 1 /2 “ - 8”
Vertical adjustment capability (two in front, two in rear)
Round, wide crown area also allows for good ventilation
Replaceable vinyl brow pad is pillowed for maximum comfort
Made in the USA
Available in hi-vis orange, pacific blue, hi-vis yellow

3-way LED strip design allow for visibility from all angles in the dark
Strong adhesive tape allows for secure and long-lasting adhesion
Easily accessible on/off switch for operation while wearing gloves
Flexible light strips allow room for adjustment for use with other head 
mounted gear

Standard hard hat suitable for use at construction sites
Available in yellow, orange, red, gray
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MSA Nylon Chin Strap

MSA V-Guard Full Brim Safety Helmet

MSA V-Guard Safety Helmet

PRO Bump Cap

Model: 88128

Model: 10160923

Model: 475358

Model: BCBG

MSA nylon chin strap suitable for all MSA helmets

Polyethylene shell & suspension system protect the head against top 
impacts

Full brim design provides an extra measure of protection & keeps sun 
and rain off your neck

Polyethylene shell & suspension system protect the head against top 
impacts

UV stabilized HDPE shell
High level of mechanical performance

High comfort with textile, height adjustable suspension
SS98 certified

Available in blue ,yellow ,orange, red, green and gray

Modern baseball style cap with short peak for extra visibility when 
looking upwards
EN812 certified

Bump cap shell with foam padded insert provides built-in protection 
against bumps and scrapes in the workplace

Eyelet holes provide extra ventilation and comfort in extreme 
weather conditions

Lightweight for maximum comfort during extended wear
Fully adjustable for perfect fit for all size requirements 

Available in hi-vis yellow and hi-vis orange
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PRO HHB Detachable Hard Hat Brim

PRO Safety AirBorne Hard Hat HHV6MP

PRO V6 Full Brim Hard Hat

 PRO V9 Vented Hard Hat

Model: HHB-W

Model: HHV6MP

Model: HHV6FB

Model: HHV9

Durable cotton
Excellent sun protection with neck flap
Available in white and orange
Sold individually
Available in white and orange

Certified to AS/NZS1801-SAI Global Certified Lic 20500
10mm micro peak for increased vision whilst working at heights
6-point webbed harness
Single hand adjustment wheel harness
Fully adjustable 4-points chinstrap with quick release buckle
Universal attachment slot enables firm fiing of visors and/or earmuffs
Ideal for high wind areas when a secure fit is needed quickly 
Available in white, orange and yellow

Lightweight
Extended brim over the neck and ears helps to reduce the amount of 
harmful UV radiation from the sun
The brim is slightly shorter in the front, allowing good upward vision
6 point ratchet harness
Air vents and cotton sweatband prevents perspiration buildup
All round peak for added protection
Available in red, yellow, and orange

Impact resistant ABS material
9 Points of ventilation for increased air-flow
Low profile, lightweight design
Easy locking system for fast on/off application
Webbed harness cradling system to ensure correct hat position and 
promote ventilation
Angled peak deflects rain from wearer in extreme weather
Built in sweat band for added comfort 
Approvals: AS/NZS 1801 - SAI Global Certified Lic 20500 
Available in orange, red, yellow, green and blue
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Elastic Chin Strap

Elastic Chin Strap with Chin Cup

SIR Everest ABS Helmet (EN397)

Sureguard Cap Grip Hard Hat Holder

Model: ALGCS

Model: ALGCSC

Model: 38117

Model: CAPGRIP

Elastic chin strap suitable for all Most helmets

Elastic chin strap with chin cup suitable for all Most helmets

Well balanced, lightweight ABS shell with a 6-point terylene head-
harness

Wide textile sweatband
4-point chin strap with chin cup to always ensure correct positioning

Easy adjustment of ratchet for sizes from 52 to 63 cm
Resistance to low temperatures down to -30°C

Weight: 450g

Contains high performance magnets for attaching to metal surfaces 
Screws to attachment to timber and plaster board surfaces are included

Inbuilt safety glasses holder
Suitable for most standard type hard hats

UV stabilised for outdoor use
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Sureguard Clearview Safety Helmet Model: Clearview

Translucent design with a see through peak
See through peak allows the wearer to look upwards without the need to 
tilt the head 
Adjustable 6 point terylene harness or poly cradle
Attachment slot accepts most general 25mm and 30mm attachments
Made from high impact Polycarbonate 
Rain guard with reinforced peak
Clearview is fully Standards approved to AS/NZS 1801, EN397 & ANSI/
ISEA Z89.1 
Available in blue, pink, yellow and red
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FACE PROTECTION

Protect your face against impact, 
chemicals and high temperature 

materials.
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3M AOSafety Clear Face Shield

3M AOsafety Headgear (H4)

3M AOsafety Ratchet Headgear (H8A)

Bullard Sentinel 2 Crown and Chin Protection

Model: AO 82701

Model: AO 82500

Model: AO 82501

Model: Sentinel 2

Heavy-duty impact protection (WP96)
Meets ANSI Z87.1-2003 high impact standard.
All easy-change shields mount quickly to headgear without tools, 
snaps or cams.
Face shield dimensions are 9” X 14 1/2” X .080” (WP96)
*Headgear is not included in sale

Economy pin-lock headgear
Crown protector made of high strength thermoplastic
Impact resistance over a wide range of temperatures
Spring loaded assemblies help eliminate “window drops”
Easy window replacement

Crown protector made of high strength thermoplastic
Impact resistance over a wide range of temperatures
Spring loaded assemblies help eliminate “window drops”
Precise ratchet head size adjustment provides a comfortable snug fit
Five position pin-lock crown strap provides additional support and 
comfort

Lightweight, comfortable face protection
Sure-lock ratchet adjusts the headband to sizes 6 1/2” to 8”
Crown strap conforms to the shape of the head
Sportek™ browpad pulls moisture away from the skin
Browpads are hand washable and replaceable
Able to accommodate both primary eye protection and half-facepiece 
style respirators
*Visor is sold seperately
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Bullard Visor

Bullard Visor Bracket

Crews Headgear Brackets

Crews Regular Faceshield

Model: 840P

Model: 100G

Model: CWS102

Model: 181540

Chemical resistant acetate (840M) 
Heat-formed polycarbonate (840P)

Impact and heat resistance for 840P
Clear, flat, multi-fit visor

8” X 15” x 0.04”
For use with bullard brackets or most competitive models

ANZI z87+ rated
Suitable for use with Sentinel2 Crown & Chin Visor (840Mx2)

Available for front mounted cap style and full brim style helmets
Gold lined aluminium

Impact resistance rating: Z87+

Aluminum material
5 system cam lock for added impact resistance

102 Bracket accepts most manufacturers hard hat and universally 
punched windows

Meets or exceeds ANSI Z87.1-1989 safety standard

Clear Lens
Polycarbonate

ANSI Z 87.1 standards
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EYE PROTECTION

Protect your eyes from impact, chemical 
splashes, metal fumes, bright lights and UV 
radiation.
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3M Virtua Protective Eyewear

3M Safety Splash Goggle 334AF

3M Virtua Plus Protective Eyewear

Model: 11511-00000-20
Lens Colour: Clear

Model: 40661-00000-10

Model: 11394-00000-20

Anti-fog lens
Clear temple design

Impact protection
Incredibly lightweight

Suitable for wearing with ear defenders or helmets

Economical goggle 334AF protective eyewear offers indirect anti-fog 
venting

Adjustable elastic strap
Polycarbonate construction with over-the-glass coverage

Indoor or outdoor use safety goggles

Clear lens
Clear temple

Polycarbonate lens absorbs 99.9% of UV
Meets the high impact requirements of ANSI Z87.1-2003
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Model 11516-00000-20

Lens Colour Grey (Indoor/Outdoor)
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AL-Gard J-71 Safety Spectacles

AL-Gard Safety Goggles

AL-Gard J-67 Safety Spectacles

Model: ALG-J-71

Model: ALG-G11

Model: ALG-J67-C
Lens Colour: Clear

Clear temple design
Unisex styling
Incredibly lightweight
Anti-scratch lenses
EN166 & ANSI Z87.1

Designed for comfort
Indirect ventilation for good air circulation
Anti-fog high impact resistant polycarbonate lenses that complies 
ANSI Z87.1 and CE EN 166: 1995 for impact resistance
Compact size allows for use with face masks / respirators

EN166 & ANSI Z87.1 Certified
Rubber nose pads suitable for Asian noses
Wrap around lenses for better panoramic protection
Anti-slip grip temples
Angle adjustable temples allow for better fit for people with differing 
ear heights
Suitable for wearing with ear defenders or helmets

Model ALG-J67-IO

Lens Colour Indoor/Outdoor
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AL-Gard F-03 Safety Spectacles

AL-Gard OTG-T29 Safety Over-Spectacles

AL-Gard J-81 Safety Spectables

Model: ALG-F03-C 
Lens Colour: Clear

Model: ALG-OTG-T29

Model: ALG-J-81

Modern and attractive unisex styling
Durable and lightweight

Suitable for wearing with ear defenders or helmets

Stylish and high performance over-the-glass
Anti-fog coated lens

Integrated lateral protection
Fits over most prescription eyewear

Heavy-duty inclination system allows pantoscopic adjustment

Stylish design with green, high-visibility side accents
Durable and lightweight construction

Anti-scratch lenses
EN166 & ANSI Z87.1
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Model ModelALG-F03-S ALG-F03-IO

Lens Colour Lens ColourSmoke Indoor/Outdoor
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AL-Gard J-14 Safety Spectacles

Bolle B-Clean Premoisturised Tissue Dispenser (100 Pieces)

Bolle Bandido Safety Spectacles

Model: ALG-J14-C
Lens Colour: Clear

Model: 1651600

Model: 1667201A
Lens Colour: Clear

Wrap around light weight design
Hard coated lenses provides anti scratch properties
Soft rubber nose grips for added comfort & slip resistance
Ansi Z87.1 and EN166 rated for low and medium impact resistance

100 cleaning premoistened tissues dispenser
Anti-bacteria
Anti-reflective
Anti-static
Water-based formula
Alcohol and silicone free
Certified by COLTS laboratory
Suitable for all types of lenses

All polycarbornate frame
Brilliant coverage for a wide variety of face shapes
Anti-fog & anti-scratch lens
Single piece, optically correct distortion free lens

ModelModel ALG-J14-SALG-J14-IO

Lens ColoursLens Colours SmokeIndoor/Outdoor

Model Model1667202A 1667203

Lens Colour Lens ColourSmoke Amber
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Bolle Atom Goggles

Bolle Curve Safety Spectacles (1653801A)

Bolle Fusion+ Welding Helmet

Model: 1652821A

Model: 1653802A
Lens Colour: Clear

Model: 1680001A

Low profile and light weight frame with a spherical polycarbonate lens
Soft, comfortable PVC frame contours to your face

‘ALS’ anti-fog/anti-scratch on both sides of the clear and smoke lenses
Can be worn comfortably over spectacles

Weight without mouthguard- 72g
ANSI Z87.1  certified for medium impact and splash protection

Optional prescription RX adapator available

Soft nose bridge
Exceptional eye coverage via the wide fiing single piece lens

‘ALS’ anti scratch / anti fog on both side of the lens
Fit asian unisex medium and large

Weight - 27
ANZI Z87.1 / AS/ANS 1337.1.2010 medium impact

Active welding filters automatically darken when electric arc is ignited
Provides extra large field of vision (100cm x 53cm)

Blocks off the cell to clear state for grinding
Fine adjustment and progressive sensibility

Auto recovery delay adjustment
Variable tint 5-8/9-13

Solar powered
Low battery indicator and replacement battery

Approved to EN166 for impact protection
Variable shade lens
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Model 1652831A

Information With Mouthguard

Model 1653801A

Lens Colours Smoke
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Bolle Iris Safety Spectacles

Bolle Prism Safety Spectacles

Bolle Tracker 2

Model: 1670001A
Lens Colour: Clear

Model: 1614401
Lens Colour: Clear

Model: 1670001A
Lens Colour: Clear

Polycarbonate frame for excellent durability & strength
Co-mould temples for greater comfort and fit
Exceptional eye coverage with 10.5 base lens
Tilt adjustable temple arms
Multi adjustable B-flex nose bridge pads allows height, tilt and width 
adjustablity

Rimless polycarbonate frame
Single piece, distrotion free lens
Ultra light weight only 22g
Approved  to ANSI Z87.1, EN166 & AS/NZS 1337.1.2010
8 base curve
‘A:S’ anti-fog/anti-scratch coating on both side of lens
Fit: unisex - medium/large

Polycarbonate frame ensures excellent durability and strength
Rubber temple tips provide greater comfort and a secure fit
An adjustable head strap improves fit and protection
Exceptional visual clarity through an 8 base curve, distrortion free lens
EVA eye seal provides exceptional protection against dust and other 
particles
Fit: medium/large
Weight - 52g

Model Model Model1670002A 1670018A 1670006A

Lens Colour Lens Colour Lens ColourSmoke Indoor/Outdoor ESP

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model

Model1614402

1652002A

1614404

1652010A

1614406

1652015A

1614403

Lens Colour

Lens Colour

Lens Colour

Lens Colour

Lens Colour

Information

Lens ColourSmoke

Grey

Bronze

Twilight

Amber

RX Lens Adaptor 
(Adaptor Only)

Silver Flash
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Bolle Rush Plus Safety Spectacles

Bolle Sidewinder/Contour Safety Spectacle

Bolle Thunder Safety Spectacle

Model: 1662301
Lens Colour: Clear

Model: 1615501A
Lens Colour: Clear

Model: 1654001A
Lens Colour: Clear

Ultra light weight
Built-in brow protection

Adjustable PVC nose bridge plus co-mould temple arm for superior
‘ALS’ anti-fog/anti-scratch coating on both sides of the lens

Fully recyclable : All polycarbonate frame with no metal parts
Fit: unisex - medium/large

High gloss, dark gun metal dual material frame
Superior comfort rubber nose pads and temple tips

Dual Lens, half frame design providing brillant eye coverage
‘ALS’ anti-fog/anti-scratch coatings on all clear, smoke, amber lens

Fit: unisex - medium/large

Bolle Thunder Safety Spectacles
‘ALS’ anti-fog/anti-scratch coating on both side of the lenses

Grey color spectacle frame
Tilt adjustable arms provide maximum fit and comfort for any face 

shape
Fit: unisex - medium/large
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Model

Model

Model

Model

Model 1615502A

1654001A

1615503A

1654006A

1615504A

Lens Colours

Lens Colours

Lens Colours

Lens Colours

Lens Colours Smoke

Smoke

Amber

Bronze

Brown

ModelModelModel 166230216623101662320

Lens ColoursLens ColoursInformation SmokeTwilightGasket Kit with Strap
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Bolle BL-10 Safety Spectacles

Bolle B-Clean Lens Cleaning Station

Bolle Boom Positive Seal Safety Spectacles

Model: 1653902A
Lens Colour: Smoke

Model: 1651700

Model: 1654201A
Lens Colour: Clear

BollEconomic eye protection
‘ALS’ anti-fog/anti-scratch on both side of clear and smoke lens
Asian Fit

Carton cleaning station with
250ml Anti-bacteria, anti-reflective & anti-static lens cleaning solution
2 x 200 multi-function dry cleaning tissues
Water-based formula
Alcohol and silicone free
Certified by COLTS laboratory
For all types of lenses

Lightweight frame
‘ALS’ anti-fog/anti-scratch coating on both sides of clear, smoke and 
twilight lenses
4 Position tilt adjustable, co-moulded temple arm for a personalised fit
Full SBR eye seal to maximize protection against dust
Fit: unisex - medium/large

Model 1654202A

Lens Colours Smoke
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Bolle Overlight II Safety Over Spectacles / Goggles

Bolle 1658213A Concept Welding Shade 5 Safety 
Spectacles

PRO 6400 General Safety Spectacles

Model: 1680501
Lens Colour: Clear

Model: 1658213A

Model: 6400
Lens Colour: Clear

Lightweight, over spectacle frame
Suitable for most modern prescription frames

Side, upper and lower protection
Anti-fog and anti-scratch coating

AS/NZS 1337.1.2010 Rated

Polycarbonate frame and lenses with infrared absorbing dyes
Total eye protection for gas welders and assistants

Approved to AS/NZS 1337.1.2010 for medium impact protection
Anti-fog and anti-scratch coating is applied on both sides of the lens

Certified to as/nzs1337.1:2010 Lic#25492 (SAI global) 
Medium impact anti scratch lens 

9 Base curve lens for increased eye and lateral coverage
Anti-fog lens 99.9% 

UV protection for outdoor wear 
Available in clear (6400), smoke (6402), amber (6405), and brown (6409)

TPR positive seal gasket also available (64g)
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Model 1680502

Lens Colours Smoke

ModelModelModelModel 6402640564096400 + 64G

Lens ColoursLens ColoursLens ColoursLens Colours SmokeAmberBrownClear with Gasket
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Prochoice DJG Disposable Jockey Goggles

PRO 9903 Blue Mirror Safety Spectacles

3M ZT200 Prescription Safety Spectacles

Model: DJG

Model: 9903

Model: ZT-200-YG
Lens Colour: Yellow/Grey

Comfortable and lightweight
Easy on/off
Basic protection against dust and large droplets

Medium impact, anti-scratch lens
Stylish, wrap around design which promotes wear in any work 
environment
Lightweight and durable polycarbonate frame
99.9% UV protection for outdoor wear
Ultra lightweight to increase comfort for extended wear
AS/NZS 1337 certified

Ability to use multiple lens carriers for safety or sunwear prescriptions
Brow bar above the lenses for comfort and to absorb sweat
Highly visible reflective temples
Frames made out of nylon, colors are black and yellow
Available in blue/grey and yellow/grey

Model ZT-200-YG

Lens Colour Blue/Grey
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Al-Gard LB-009C Prescription Safety Spectacles

Bolle Twister Prescription Safety Spectacles with Head 
Band

Bolle Drift Prescription Safety Spectacles

Model: LB-009C-M/L

Model: 1659021A
Lens Colour: Black Gloss

Model: 1661621A
Lens Colour: Black Gloss

Adjustable temples suitable for different ear heights
Foam rubber forehead bumper designed for better seal & comfort

Available size: M/L

Close fiing high contour design for improved eye protection
Rubber nose pads/ temple tips

Polycarbonate frame ensures excellent durability and strength
6 Base lens gasket - TR 90 material

EVA positive seal to maximise protection in dusty environments

Integrated side shields
6 base insert on an 8 base frame

Polycarbonate demo lens
6 Base curve
Size:  54/18

Temple length: 120mm
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Model 1661622A

Lens Colour Transluscent Smoke
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Bolle Skate Prescription Safety Spectacles

Bolle B707 Prescription Safety Spectacles

Bolle B808 Prescription Safety Spectacles

Model: 1661121A
Lens Colour: Gloss Black

Model: B707

Model: 1675120A
Lens Colour: Charcoal

Integrated side shields
Upper and lower protection
Polycarbonate demo lens
6 base curve
Size: 52/18
Temple length: 120mm

Upper, lower and side protection
Metal frame
Upper, lower and side protection
Adjustable tips and pads
Fixed side shields
EN166 certified frame
Available in small (51X18) and large (53X18) sizes

Ventilated side shields
Polycarbornate frame
Non-slip tipgrip temples
Non-slip bridge

Model 1659024A

Lens Colours Translucent Smoke

Model Model1675120A 1675121A

Lens Colour

Size

Lens ColourCharcoal

Small

Brown
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Bolle MF167 RX Metal Prescription Spectacle FrameModel: 1616755A 
Lens Colour: Clear

Adjustable optical nose pads
All stainless steel frame with riveted side shields offering upper and 

lower protection
Adjustable temple tips
Classic frame designs

Lightweight - 22g (frame only)
ANZI Z87.1
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HEARING  
PROTECTION

Protect your ears against hearing loss from 
sudden and/or persistent loud noises.
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3M 1100 Uncorded Disposable Foam Ear Plugs

3M 1110 Corded Disposable Foam Ear Plugs

3M 1270 Triple Flanged Ear Plugs

3M 1293 Triple Flanged Ear Plugs

Model: 1100

Model: 1110

Model: 1270/1271

Model: 1293

Tapered shape designed to fit most ear canals
NRR 29

Soft, hypoallergenic foam helps create a custom seal in the earcanal
Sold in a box of 200 pairs

Tapered shape to fit the ear canal comfortably
Soft foam seals the ear comfortably

Smooth, dirt resistant surface for hygiene
Comfortable for a wide range of ear sizes

Hypo-allergenic material
Bright orange colour for good visibility

Sold in a box of 100 pairs

Reusable, multi-flanged design
Fits securely in the ear canal and helps provide reliable protection
Bright orange colour provides high visibility to allow employers to 

identify employees wearing their ear plugs
Soft cloth cord helps prevent loss of ear plugs

Can be washed and reused many times
NRR 24 dB

3M 1270 - 100 pairs/ box (comes without a carrying case) 
3M 1271 - 50 pairs/ box (comes with a carrying case)

NRR 25dB
Softer material provides improved wearer comfort

3-flange design fits securely in the ear
Plastic cord

Finger grip stem for easy insertion and to help keep ear plug clean
Elastic material does not contain silicone, so earplug may be used in 

sensitive work environments, such as automotive painting
Storage case to keeps ear plug clean and protected

3M 1293 - 50 pairs/ box (comes with a carrying case)
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3M Triple Flanged Earplugs with Rubber Cord

Howard Leight AirSoft Corded Multiple Use Ear Plugs

Howard Leight Laser Lite Disposable Foam Earplugs 
(Corded)

Howard Leight Max Lite Disposable Foam Earplugs 
(Corded)

Model: 4002/4004

Model: AS-30Z/DPAS-30R

Model: LL-30

Model: LPF-30

Patented, premolded, triple-flange design inserts easily
No rolling or sizing needed to get a comfortable, protective fit
Hypoallergenic polymer is washable and reusable
Carrying case keeps plugs clean and accessible for re-use
NRR 25 dB
340-4004 - 100 pairs/ box (comes without a carrying case)
340-4002 - 50 pairs/ box (comes with a carrying case)

Advanced air pocket design features internal noise-blocking fins
NRR 27
Four-flange profile creates better seal in the ear canal
Less pressure in the ear canal eliminates that “plugged up” feeling
Rounded flanges, tapered shape fits better in the ear canal
Firm stem facilitates easy insertion and removal
Outstanding noise-blocking protection highest attenuation in multiple-
use
DPAS-30R - 100 pairs/box (comes without a carrying case)
AS-30R - 50 pairs/box (comes with a carrying case)

Vibrant colors make protection visible
Self-adjusting polyurethane foam expands to fit virtually every wearer
Contoured T-shape for easy insertion and wear
Smooth, soil-resistant closed cell-foam skin prevents dirt build-up
100 pairs/ box (sold in boxes)

Ideal size for workers with smaller ear canals
Low pressure polyurethane foam expands gently for comfortable long-
term wear
Contoured T-shape for easy handling and wear
Smooth, soil-resistant closed cell-foam skin prevents dirt build-up
100 pairs/ box (sold in boxes)
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Howard Leight Max Max 30 (corded) Disposable Foam 
Earplugs

Howard Leight MAX1 Disposable Foam Earplugs

Howard Leight Quiet Multiple Use Corded Earplugs

Howard X-Treme Disposable Uncorded Ear Plugs

Model: Max30

Model: Max1

Model: Quiet

Model: X-Treme

Suitable for workers with smaller ear canals
Low pressure Polyurethane material expands slowly and is comfortable 

even after long term wear
Independently tested, NRR 30

Contoured T-shape allows for easy handling and wear
Smooth, soil-resistant closed cell-foam skin prevents dirt build-up

100 pairs/ box  (sold in boxes)

The world’s most-used polyurethane foam earplug
NRR 33

Contoured bell-shape is easier to insert, resists tendency to back-out 
of ear canal

Polyurethane foam enhances comfort, especially for long-term wear
Smooth, soil-resistant closed-cell foam skin prevents dirt build-up

Sold in boxes of 200 pairs

Patented “no-roll” design is easy to handle and fit
26 NRR

Contoured shape comfortably matches contours of the ear canal
Smooth, non-irritating skin provides all-day comfort, easy to clean for 

long-term use
Built-in insertion stem makes insertion quick and easy

Sold in boxes of 100 pairs

Brightly coloured orange offering high visibility and worker compliance
Self-adjusting polyurethane foam expands to fit virtually every wearer

Smooth, soil-resistant closed cell-foam skin prevents dirt build-up
Bulk refills for leight source 400 earplug dispenser save time, waste 

and space 
Smooth tapered shape for easy insertion and removal

Sold in a box of 200 pairs
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Moldex Pura-Fit 6900(corded) Disposable Foam Earplugs

Pro Dispenser Station 500 for Disposable Earplugs

ProBell Disposable Earplugs Refill Bag

ProBullet Disposable Earplugs Refill Bag

Model: 6900

Model: EPDS500A

Model: EPYU500R

Model: EPDS500R

Independently tested, NRR 33
Tapered for easier insertion
Improved, softer foam for maximum comfort
Hygienically packaged in biodegradable paper pouches
Non-irritating, smooth surface
Longer length for easy fiing and removal
Bright green colour allows for easy compliance checks
100 pairs/ box (sold in boxes)

Class 5, SLC8027dB
Disposable, PU foam
*Does not come with earplugs included
Hearing protection for noise levels up to 110dB(A)
ProPlug bell shape delivers maximum comfort
Improved design makes it easier to insert and reduces tendancy to 
back out of the ear

Class 5, SLC8027dB
Disposable, PU foam
Hearing protection for noise levels up to 110dB(A)
ProPlug bell shape delivers maximum comfort
Improved design makes it easier to insert and reduces tendancy to 
back out of the ear

Class 5, SLC8027dB
Disposable, PU foam
Uncorded earplugs
Hearing protection for noise levels to 110 dB(A)
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3M H9P3E Peltor Optime 98 Cap Mount Earmuff

3M Optime 105 Helmet Attachable Earmuffs

3M Optime 105 Over-the-Head Earmuffs

3M Optime 98 Over-the-Head Earmuffs

Model: H9P3E

Model: H10P3E

Model: H10A

Model: H9A

For noise levels up to 98 dBA
Universal mounting attachment fits most hard hats

Earcup pivot points tilt for optimum comfort and efficiency.
Ultra light with liquid/foam filled earmuff cushions.
Noise reduction rating (NRR): 23 dB. CSA Class A.

Twin-cup design, soft, foam filled ear cushions
Helmet attachment style

NRR 27 dB
Cap mounted design allows for easy use with most hard hats

Twin-Cup design, soft, foam filled ear cushions
Headband style

NRR 27 dB

Lightweight
Headband Style

NRR 25 dB
Dual low pressure bands improve comfort

Broad foam cushions provide low surface pressure
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3M Optime H7B 101 Behind the Head Earmuffs

Howard Leight Leightning L0F Folding Earmuffs

Howard Leight Thunder T3H Cap Mounted Earmuffs

Howard Leight Viking V1 Multi-Position Earmuffs

Model: H7A

Model: 1010924

Model: HL 1011603

Model: HL 1010925

For noise levels up to 101 dBA
Stainless steel band distributes weight for low-pressure fit
Noise reduction rating (NRRA Class A.): 26 dB

Robust steel headband withstands demanding use, especially in tough 
environments
Snap-in ear cushions make replacement quick and easy
Padded foam headband delivers long-wearing comfort with minimal 
pressure on the head
Three attenuation levels allow for targeted attenuation for a variety of 
applications
Telescopic height adjustment remains fixed during use
Delivers high degree of comfort
Helmet earmuffs available to fit a variety of hard hats

Dielectric ear muffs design
Cap brackets attach to most popular hard caps
Earcups can swing back or snap down as necessary
High level of noise protection - NRR 27
Replaceable snap-in ear cushions
Patented air flow control provides optimal sound attenuation across 
the frequency band

Multi-position design allows use with most hard hats and face shields
Light weight and easy to use
NRR 25
Replaceable snap-in ear cushions
Patented air flow control provides optimal sound attenuation across 
the frequency band
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Howard Leight Viking V3 Multi-Position Earmuffs

PRO Cobra Earmuffs

PRO EMPYT Python Earmuffs

Howard Leight 1012000 Hygiene Kit

Model: 1010927

Model: EMCOB

Model: EMPYT

Model: 1012000

Multiple-position headband allows for a variety of wearing styles
Patented air flow control technology delivers optimal attenuation 

across all frequencies, without increasing earcup size or weight
Inner-ventilated headband suitable to warm/humid climates

Snap-in ear cushions make replacement quick and easy
Elastic headband strap for better positioning when worn behind-the-

head or under-the-chin
Non-deforming, dielectric construction suitable for electrical 

environments

Hearing protection for noise levels to 110dB(A)
Convenient fold-away construction

High quality ear cushions
Inner foam and headband cushions provide comfort during extended 

wear
Low clamping force applies minimum pressure while maintaining a 

tight, snug seal
Sold and packaged individually

Class 5, SLC8028dB

Class 5, SLC8031dB
Hearing protection for noise levels to 116dB(A)

Solid, lightweight ear cup construction
Padded foam headband minimises pressure on the head

Steel wire provides a robust construction to withstand demanding use
Increased wearer comfort due to low clamping force

Sold and packaged individually

Hygiene kit - Leightning L3/L3H/L3N/L3HV
Pairs replacement snap-in ear cushions and foam inserts
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RESPIRATORY 
PROTECTION
Protect your lungs from poisonous gases, 
minute particles, dangerous fumes and 
breathe comfortably in harsh working 
conditions.
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3M 2091 P100 Particulate Filter (For 6000/7000 Series Respirators)

3M 2097 P100 Particulate Filter with Organic Vapor Relief (For 
6000/7000 Series Respirators)

3M 501 Pad / Filter Retainer (For 5000 / 6000 Series Respirators)

3M 504 / 07065 Respirator Cleaning Wipes

Model: 2091

Model: 2097

Model: 501

Model: 142-504

Exceptional 99.97% filter efficiency
Meets NIOSH P100-series test criteria

Bayonet compatible with 3M half and full facepiece reusable 
respirators

NIOSH approved for environments containing certain oil and non-oil 
based particles

Sold in pairs

Exceptional 99.97% filter efficiency
Meets NIOSH P100-series test criteria

Well suited for a wide range of oil and non-oil based particulate 
contaminants

Can be used as a prefilter for certain chemical exposures
Bayonet compatible with 3M half and full facepiece reusable 

respirators
Material resists abrasion and weing
Filters are flame and water resistant

Sold in pairs

Used to clamp particulate pre-filters on to gas and vapour filters
For use with 3M respirator 5000 Series, 3M Cartridges 6000 Series 

and 3M Filter Adapter 603
Measures 10.2cm (high) x 21.5cm (long) x 11.4cm (wide)

Sold in a box of 2
To be used with 3M 5N11 N95 pads

Used to clean 3M elastomeric facepiece respirators
Individually packed 

8 in x 10 in 
Towelettes are alcohol free and will not damage the facepiece 

materials
100 pieces per box
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3M 5N11 N95 Pads (For 6000 / 7000 Series Respirators)

3M 6000 Series Full Facepiece Respirator

3M 6000 Series Half Facepiece Respirator

3M 6001 Organic Vapour Cartridges 
(For 6000 / 7000 Series Respirators)

Model: 5N11

Model: 6700/6800/6900

Model: 6100/6200/6300

Model: 6001

NIOSH approved for environments containing certain non-oil-based 
particles
Use on top of 3M gas and vapor cartridges with 3M 501 Retainer 
when particles are also present
Use on top of 3M 603 filter holder and 3M 501 retainer to reduce 
particulate exposure
Replaceable particle filter for cost savings
Sold in a box of 10

Comfortable fit
The exhalation port provides increased durability and is easy to keep 
clean
Comes with 3M bayonet connection system 
Connects to a broad range of twin lightweight filters
Can be used with both negative and positive-pressure systems 
Colour coded for easy size identification
Protection factor: 50X TLV
Size available: S/M/L

Comes with 3M bayonet connection system 
Connects to a broad range of twin lightweight filters
Compatible with 3M supplied air systems
Face piece is made from soft, lightweight thermoplastic elastomer
Head harness assembly and spare parts available.
NIOSH approved for negative pressure air purifying and positive 
pressure dual airline applications
Protection factor: 10X TLV
Size available: S/M/L

NIOSH approved against certain organic vapors
Swept-back design allows an enhanced field of view and comfort
Bayonet compatibility allows use with many 3M half and full facepiece 
designs
Wide range of applications reduces inventory needs
Simple installation and usage requirements reduces training 
requirements
Sold in packs of 2
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3M 6002 Acid Gas Cartridges 
(For 6000 / 7000 Series Respirators)

3M 6003 Organic & Acid Gas Cartridges 
(For 6000 / 7000 Series Respirators)

3M 6004 Ammonia and Methylamine Cartridges 
(For 6000 / 7000 Series Respirators)

3M 6006 Organic & Acid Gas Cartridges 
(For 6000 / 7000 Series Respirators)

Model: 6002

Model: 6003

Model: 6004

Model: 6006

NIOSH approved against certain acid gases: Chlorine, hydrogen 
chloride, sulfur dioxide, chlorine dioxide, hydrogen sulfide

Swept-back design allows an enhanced field of view and comfort
Bayonet compatibility allows use with many 3M half and full facepiece 

designs
Wide range of applications reduces inventory needs

Simple installation and usage requirements reduces training 
requirements

Sold in packs of 2

NIOSH approved against certain organic vapors or acid gases*
Swept-back design allows an enhanced field of view and comfort

Bayonet compatibility allows use with many 3M half and full facepiece 
designs

Wide range of applications reduces inventory needs
Simple installation and usage requirements reduces training 

requirements
Sold in packs of 2

*Chlorine, hydrogen chloride, sulfur dioxide, chlorine dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen 
fluoride.

NIOSH approved against ammonia and methylamine
Swept-back design allows an enhanced field of view and comfort

Bayonet compatibility allows use with many 3M half and full facepiece 
designs

Wide range of applications reduces inventory needs
Simple installation and usage requirements reduces training 

requirements
Sold in packs of 2

NIOSH approved against certain organic vapors, acid gases*, ammonia, 
methylamine or formaldehyde

Swept-back design allows an enhanced field of view and comfort
Bayonet compatibility allows use with many 3M half and full facepiece 

designs
Wide range of applications reduces inventory needs

Simple installation and usage requirements reduces training 
requirements

Sold in packs of 2

*Chlorine, hydrogen chloride, sulfur dioxide, chlorine dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen 
fluoride
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3M 6009S Mercury Vapour Cartridges 
(For 6000 / 7000 Series Respirators)

3M 7000 Series Full Facepiece Respirator

3M 7000 Series Half Facepiece Respirator

3M 7093 P100 Particulate Filter Cartridge (For 6000 / 7000 
Series Respirators)

Model: 6009S

Model: 7800S-S/7800S-
M/7800S-L

Model: 7501/7502/7503

Model: 7093

NIOSH approved against mercury vapor, chlorine and sulfur dioxide
Swept-back design allows an enhanced field of view and comfort
Bayonet compatibility allows use with many 3M half and full facepiece 
designs
Wide range of applications reduces inventory needs
Simple installation and usage requirements reduces training 
requirements
Sold in packs of 2

Silicone facepiece enhances fit and improves durability
Double-flange faceseal and 6 adjustable straps help provide a secure 
fit
Can be used with a passive or electronic clip-on welding lens
Scratch-resistant polycarbonate lens for durability
High quality rust-free speaking diaphragm for excellent communication
Extra-large inhalation and exhalation valves make breathing easier
Protection factor: 50X TLV
Size available: S/M/L

Valve design eases breathing and reduces heat and moisture buildup in 
the face piece
Soft silicone material helps reduce tension and pressure points on the 
face
Made from soft, resilient silicone and heat resistant plastics
Unique head harness design allows for both traditional or drop-down 
wear
Colour coded for easy size identification
Protection factor: 10X TLV
Size available: S/M/L

NIOSH approved for environments containing certain oil and non-oil 
based particles
Commonly used in the Abatement market, the filter is encapsulated 
in a hard shell to protect it from the decontaminating water spray 
showers
Sold in single pieces
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3M 8110S N95 Disposable Particulate Respirator (Mask) - Suitable for 
Smaller Faces

3M 8212 N95 Particulate Welding Respirator with Faceseal (Mask)

3M 8210 N95 Disposable Particulate Respirator (Mask)

3M 8214 N95 Disposable Valved Respirator (Mask)

Model: 8110

Model: 8212

Model: 8210

Model: 8214

N95 approved filtering facepiece particulate respirator
Designed for small-sized adult facial profiles; not approved for use by 

children
Compatible with a variety of protective eyewear and hearing 

protection
Adjustable noseclip reduces eyewear fogging and ensure a secure seal 

and fit
Two-strap design with dual point attachment helps provide a secure fit

Sold in boxes of 20 respirators

NIOSH approved for at least 95% percent filtration efficiency against 
certain non-oil based particles

Recommended for welding and operations in which metal fumes may be 
present

Cake resistant filter layers reduce the caking of particles on the respirator 
surface

Adjustable noseclip reduces eyewear fogging and ensure a secure seal 
and fit

3M cool flow exhalation valve reduces heat build-up inside the respirator
Advanced Electrostatic Media is designed for ease of breathing

Sold in boxes of 20 respirators

NIOSH approved for at least 95 percent filtration efficiency against 
certain non-oil based particles

Two-strap design with welded dual point attachment helps provide a 
secure seal

Adjustable noseclip and foam helps provide a custom fit and secure 
seal

Lightweight construction
Advanced electrostatic media is designed for ease of breathing

Sold in boxes of 20 respirators

Carbon layer protects against metal fumes, ozone* and nuisance level 
organic vapors** Features foam faceseal and 3M Cool Flow Valve
Flame resistant per modified ASTM D2859 (not a substitute for a 

faceshield)
Comfortable foam faceseal/fully adjustable straps

Sold in a box of 10

*3M recommended for ozone protection up to 10 times the OSHA PEL or applicable government 
occupational exposure limits, whichever is lower. Not NIOSH approved for use against ozone.

**3M recommended for relief against nuisance levels of organic vapors. Nuisance level refers to 
concentrations not exceeding OSHA PEL or applicable government occupational exposure limits, 

whichever is lower.
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3M 8233 P100 Disposable Valved Particulate Respirator 
(Mask)

3M 8246 R95 Disposable Particulate Respirator (Mask) 
with Acid Gas Relief

3M 8511 N95 Disposable Valved Respirator (Mask)

3M 8514 N95 Disposable Valved Respirator (Mask)

Model: 8233

Model: 8246

Model: 8511

Model: 7093

NIOSH’s N100 rated filtration efficiency
3M cool flow exhalation valve
Comfortable foam faceseal
Compatible with a variety of protective eyewear and hearing 
protection
Adjustable noseclip reduces eyewear fogging and ensure a better seal 
and fit
Fully adjustable head straps help provide a secure fit
Ideal for certain OSHA substance specific contaminants including lead, 
MDA, arsenic, cadmium, (excluding asbestos)
Sold in carton of 20

R95 Approved filtering facepiece particulate respirator
Collapse resistant shell for increased durability
Compatible with a variety of protective eyewear and hearing protection
Adjustable noseclip reduces eyewear fogging and ensures a better seal 
and fit
Two-strap design with dual point attachment helps provide a secure fit
Carbon filter makes the respirator suitable for use where particles and 
nuisance levels of acid gases* may be present
Comes in a box of 20
*3M recommended for relief against nuisance levels of acid gases. Nuisance level refers to 
concentrations not exceeding OSHA PEL or applicable government occupational exposure limits, 
whichever is lower.

NIOSH approved for at least 95 percent filtration efficiency against 
certain non-oil based particles
3M cool flow exhalation valve reduces heat build-up inside the 
respirator
Adjustable M-noseclip reduces potential for eyewear fogging
Braided headbands two-strap design with dual point attachment 
provide a secure seal
Advanced electret media is designed for ease of breathing
Sold in a box of 10

Suitable for use where metal fumes are present including those with ozone* 
and nuisance level organic vapors**
Flame resistant per modified ASTM D2859 (not a substitute for a faceshield)
Carbon filter layer reduces exposure to nuisance level odors
3M cool flow valve
Soft nose foam; adjustable noseclip and straps
Sold in a box of 10
*3M recommended for ozone protection up to 10 times the OSHA PEL or applicable government 
occupational exposure limits, whichever is lower. Not NIOSH approved for use against ozone
**3M recommended for relief against nuisance levels of organic vapors. Nuisance level refers to 
concentrations not exceeding OSHA PEL or applicable government occupational exposure limits, whichever 
is lower.
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3M 8515 N95 Disposable Valved Respirator For Welding 
(Mask)

3M 8577 N95 Disposable Valved Respirator (Mask)

3M 9210 N95 Disposable Particulate Respirator (Mask)

3M 9320 P2 Disposable Particulate Respirator (Mask)

Model: 8515

Model: 8577

Model: 9210

Model: 9320

N95 approved for certain non-oil based particles
3M cool flow exhalation valve

Flame resistant as per modified ASTM D2859 (not a substitute for a 
faceshield)

Compatible with a variety of protective eyewear and hearing 
protection

Adjustable M-noseclip reduces eyewear fogging and ensures a secure 
seal and fit

Braided headbands help provide a secure fit
Sold in a box of 10

P95 approved
Carbon layer for nuisance levels* of organic vapors

3M cool flow exhalation valve
Compatible with a variety of protective eyewear and hearing protection

Adjustable M-noseclip reduces eyewear fogging and ensures a secure 
seal and fit

Braided two-strap design with dual point attachment helps provide a 
secure fit

Sold in a box of 10

*3M recommended for relief against nuisance levels of acid gases. Nuisance level refers to 
concentrations not exceeding OSHA PEL or applicable government occupational exposure limits, 

whichever is lower.

N95 approved for certain non-oil based particles
Low breathing resistance filter technology

Fold-flat, easy to store, proprietary 3-panel design
Individual hygienic packaging

For protection against certain non oil-based particles.
Comes in a box of 20

Low breathing resistance filter technology
Fold-flat, easy to store, proprietary 3-panel design

Individual hygienic packaging
Blue colour coded straps denoting FFP2 protection level.

Standard: EN149:2001 FFP2 NR D Approval: CE marked assigned 
protection 
Factor: 10

For mechanically and thermally generated particle and fumes.
Comes in a box of 20
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3M 9322 P2 Disposable Valved Particulate Respirator 
(Mask)

Dräger X-Plore 1350 N95 Disposable Valved Respirator 
(Mask)

Dräger X-Plore 1350 N95 Disposable Valved Respirator 
(Mask) With Odour Relief

Dräger X-Plore 1380 N95 Disposable Respirator (Mask)

Model: 9322 P2

Model: 3951355

Model: 3951358

Model: 3951371

3M cool flow exhalation valve helps to breathe easier
Low breathing resistance filter technology
Fold-flat, easy to store, proprietary 3-panel design
Individual hygienic packaging
Blue colour coded straps denoting FFP2 protection level
For mechanically and thermally generated particle and fumes.
Complies with AS/NZS 1716:2012
Sold in a box of 10

CoolSAFE filter media N95 Approved according to NIOSH
VarioFLEX head harness is constructed from a soft, tear-proof, elastic 
textile strap
Nose clip is colored to quickly identify the protection class
N95 dark blue / R95 light blue
Soft foam nosepad
Comes in different sizes for a more custom fit

CoolSAFE filter media N95 approved according to NIOSH
VarioFLEX head harness is constructed from a soft, tear-proof, elastic 
textile strap
Nose clip is colored to quickly identify the protection class
N95 dark blue / R95 light blue
Soft foam nosepad
CoolMAX exhalation valve allows humid and warm exhaled air out of 
the mask
Comes in different sizes for a more custom fit

CoolSAFE filter media N95 approved according to NIOSH
VarioFLEX head harness is constructed from a soft, tear-proof, elastic textile 
strap
Nose clip is colored to quickly identify the protection class
N95 dark blue / R95 light blue
Soft foam nosepad
Comes in different sizes for a more custom fit
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Dräger X-Plore 1750 N95 Disposable Respirator (Mask)

Dräger X-Plore 1750 N95 V OV Odour Disposable Valved 
Respirator (Mask)

Dräger X-Plore 1750 N95 V Valved Disposable Respirator 
(Mask)

Dräger X-Plore 3300 Half Mask

Model: 3951320

Model: 3951322

Model: 3951321

Model: DR55330/ DR55331/ 
DR55332

CoolSAFE filter media N95 approved according to NIOSH
Folded design for easier transport

Individualy packaged
VarioFLEX head harness is constructed from a soft, tear-proof, elastic 

textile strap
Ergonomic nosepad
Sold in a Box of 20

CoolSAFE Filter Media N95 Approved according to NIOSH
Activated carbon layer removes nuisance organic odors

Folded design for easier transport
Individualy packaged

VarioFLEX head harness is constructed from a soft, tear-proof, elastic 
textile strap

CoolMAX Exhalation Valve allows humid and warm exhaled air out of the 
mask

Ergonomic nosepad
Sold in a Box of 15

CoolSAFE filter media N95 approved according to NIOSH
Folded design for easier transport

Individualy packaged
VarioFLEX head harness is constructed from a soft, tear-proof, elastic 

textile strap
CoolMAX exhalation valve allows humid and warm exhaled air out of 

the mask
Ergonomic nosepad
Sold in a Box of 15

Flexible nose area for leak free and secure fit
“FlexiFit” head harness is made of a smooth material that will not 

entangle with hair
Easily adjustable head harness that ensure even weight distribution

“Low profile” design for wider field of vision and use under visors
Suitable for use with twin bayonet filters in a lateral configuration

Size available: S/M/L
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Dräger X-Plore 3500 Half Mask

Dräger X-Plore 5500 Full Face Mask

Dräger X-Plore 6300 Full Face Mask

Dräger 6738024 Organic Vapour Bayonet Cartridge Filters 
(Pairs)

Model: DR55350/DR55351/ 
DR55352

Model: DR55270

Model: DR55800

Model: 6738024

Flexible nose area for leak free and secure fit
“FlexiFit” head harness is made of a smooth material that will not 
entangle with hair
Easily adjustable head harness that ensure even weight distribution
“Low profile” design for wider field of vision and use under visors
Suitable for use with twin bayonet filters in a lateral configuration
“Drop down” harness design allows removal of the mask without 
removing head protection
Size available: S/M/L

Double sealing frame, 3 fold sealing edges and EPDM material provides 
safe and comfortable fit
Large field of view with 180° impact proof polycarbonate lens
Ventilation system with separate interior half mask for fog-free lens and 
better view
Equipped with 2 lateral bayonet connections compatible with many 
Dräger filters
5 point harness wiht wide strap design allows for easy and comfortable 
wear
Lateral location of filters does not impede on field of vision
Individually bar-coded

EPDM material with double-layer face seal and triple sealing edges 
provides a secure and comfortable fit
Scratch-proof and distortion free PMMA Plexiglas visor with 180° 
wideangle view
Ventilation system with separate interior half mask for fog-free lens 
and better view
5 point harness wiht wide strap design allows for easy and comfortable 
wear
Indivually bar-coded
Equipped with a Rd40 connections in accordance with EN 148-1 
Can be combined with the extensive Dräger X-plore Rd40 filter range 

Protect against class 1 organic gases and vapours (of boiling point 
>65°C),
Not suitable for protection against particulates
Suitable for use with particle or pad and adapter in order to make a 
combination filter
Compatible with X-plore 3300 and 3500 half masks and X-plore 5500 
full face mask
Tough ABS blue plastic housing
Secure filters in a top-down positioning
Sold in pairs
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Dräger 6738025 Organic Vapour/Acid Gases Bayonet 
Cartridge Filters (Pairs)

Dräger 6738351 Multi Gas+ Cartridge Filters (Pairs)

Dräger Bayonet A1B1E1K1 Gas Filters (Pairs)

Dräger Bayonet A1B1E1K1HgP3 R D Combination 
Cartridge Filters (Pair)

Model: 6738025

Model: 6738351

Model: 6738816

Model: 6738817

These filters protect against OV/AG/FM/CD/HF
Not suitable for protection against particulates

Suitable for use with particle or pad and adapter in order to make a 
combination filter

Compatible with X-plore 3300 and 3500 half masks and X-plore 5500 
full face mask

Tough ABS blue plastic housing
Secure filters in a top-down positioning

Low-profile, swept-back design provides unrestricted visibility
Sold in pairs

Protects against: OV, Cl, HCl, SO2, ClO2, HF, CH2O, NH3, CH5N, H2S
Not suitable for protection against particulate

Suitable for use with a particle or pad and adapter in order to make a 
combination filter

Compatible with X-plore 3300 and 3500 half masks and X-plore 5500 full 
face mask

Come with a tough ABS blue plastic housing
Secure filters in a top-down positioning

Sold in pairs

A1B1E1K1 filters protect against class 1 organic gases and vapours (B.P. >65°C)
Gases Including: H2S, CL, HCN, SO2, HCL, NH3 and organic ammonia 

derivates
Not suitable for protection against particulates

Suitable for use with particle or pad and adapter in order to make a 
combination filter

Compatible with X-plore 3300 and 3500 half masks and X-plore 5500 full face 
mask

Tough ABS blue plastic housing
Secure filters in a top-down positioning

Low-profile, swept-back design provides unrestricted visibility
Sold in pairs, approximately 110g per piece

ABEK Class 1 Hg P3 R D filter protects against a wide range of gases 
and particles

Coloured rings around the casing for easy identification
Compatible with X-plore 3300 and 3500 half masks and X-plore 5500 

full face mask
Come with a tough ABS blue plastic housing

Secure filters in a top-down positioning
Sold in pairs,  approximately 140g per piece

CE-certified (EN 14387, EN 143:2000/A1:2006)
Australian standard AS /NZS 1716 certified (SAI Global)
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Dräger Bayonet Particulate P100 Filters (Pairs)

Dräger RD40 Gas Filters

Dräger X-Plore 6738027 AM/MA Cartridge Filters (Pairs)

Model: 6738012

Model: 6738804

Model: 6738027

Suitable for protection against particulates, not against harmful gases
Can be converted using a gas cartridge filter and adapter to a 
combination filter
Compatible with X-plore 3300 and 3500 half masks and X-plore 5500 
full face mask
Tough ABS blue plastic housing
Secure filters in a top-down positioning
Low-profile, swept-back design provides unrestricted visibility
Sold in pairs

Thread connection is EN 148-1 certified
Suitable for half and full face masks with standard connector Rd40
CE approved (EN 141:2000 re. EN 14387, EN 143:2000, EN 371) & SAI 
global-approved 
Filter with aluminium housing to ensure reliable recognition of possible 
filter damage
Individually packaged for optimum protection of the unused filter
Resealable for longer use
Shelf Life: 6 years for gas and combination filters
12 years for particle filters Dräger X-plore Rd40 filters

Protect against ammonia / methylamine
Not suitable for protection against particulates
Suitable for use with a particle or pad and adapter in order to make a 
combination filter
Compatible with X-plore 3300 and 3500 half masks and X-plore 5500 
full face mask
Tough ABS blue plastic housing
Secure filters in a top-down positioning
Low-profile, swept-back design provides unrestricted visibility
Sold in pairs
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Drager 6738020 N95 Particulate Filter Pads

Bullard CAB Clean Air Box Breathing Air Filtration System

Model: 6738020

Model: CAB

Light-weight and flexible
Teardrop shape provides unrestricted view

Low-profile design allows fit under visors
Large surface area permits long service life with low breathing 

resistance
Can be used alone or in combination with gas cartridges

Sold in pairs

3-stage filteration and carbon (CO) monitoring
Removes 95% of solid contaminants (>5microns) and bulk liquids from 

breathing air
Removes particulates and extremely fine oil mists down to .01microns 

with a filter efficiency of 99.9998%
Activated charcoal element removes unpleasant oil and hydrocarbon 

vapors and odors 
Polycarbonate pelican cases (portable units) or powder coated steel (wall 

mount units)
Auotmatic condensate drains extend filter element life

High intensity 90dB alarm ; remote capable with strobe
Self -contained, with 80+hours of operation on 8-AA batteries
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Taken from “Filter Selection Guide” by Dräger

Colour-Coding for Filters Differentiation of filter types
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GAS PROTECTION

Protect your ears against hearing loss from 
sudden and/or persistent loud noises.
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Measuring Ranges:

Measuring Ranges:

Detects:

Detects:

CH4 (LEL 0-100%)

O2 (0-25%)

CO (0-1000ppm)

H2S (0-100ppm)

CO 0 – 1000ppm

CO2 0 – 5% VOL    

CO / H2S 0 -1000ppm(CO)

H2S 0-1000ppm

CO (0-999ppm)

H2S (0-500ppm) CH4 

(LEL 0-80%)  

O2 (0-25%

• LEL IR, HCN, H2S 
(Standard Resolution, 
0-500ppm)

• H2S (High Resolution, 
0-100ppm )

• CO (Standard Resolution 
0-1000ppm)

• CO (Hydrogen Resistant, 
0-2000ppm)

• O2, NO, NO2, PH3, SO2, 
NH3, CL2, CLO2, O3

O2 0-25%

Dual Toxic

0-100ppm (H2S)

LEL 0-100% LEL

GMI PS200 4-Gas Multi Gas Detector

GMI PS500 5-Gas Multi Gas Detector

Scott Safety Protégé 4-Gas Multi Gas Detector

Scott Safety Protégé SG Single Portable Gas 

Model: 64041 (Diffusion)
64141 (Pumped)

Model: PS500

Model: PRO-112212

Model: DR55330/ 
DR55331/ DR55332

Audible, visual and vibrating alarms
Internal pump (optional)
Sensor integrity checking
Ultra loud audible alarm, 95dBA & vibrations
IP67, drop tested to 3m / 10ft

Over 15 plug-and-play smart sensors to choose from
Wide range of VOC’s with 2 different PID sensors
Flexible configuration to suit your specification
Piercing 95 dB audible plus 360-degree high visibility 
light bar
On-board datalogging for calibration certificates, data 
management and event logging
High impact rubberised case, IP65
Powered by 3 AA batteries or a rechargeable nickel 
metal hydride battery

ABS/rubber over mold
Bright display window for easy viewing
Automatic zero-calibration and easy bump test
Log archiving in simple Excel format
Lithium ion rechargeable - Approximate five-hour 
charge time
18 hours battery for diffusion sampling, 12 hours with 
optional pump
90 dB alarm & wide-angle dual red alarm bar lights

Reusable single gas detector with interchangeable smart 
sensors
Automatically changes display to suit each smart sensor 
without need for programming
Visible alarms with flashing LEDs as well as vibration alerts
Logs up to 5000 events
IP66/67 ingress protection
Replaceable lithium battery with a lifespan of 1.5 to 2 years
Supported by portfolio of accessories including a 4-bay 
test station and IR Connect programmer
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HAND 
PROTECTION
Protect your hands as you work 
with corrosive chemicals, extreme 
temperatures, dangerous tools and heavy 
machinery. 

Biomedia

R
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Glove EN Standards
1. Abrasion Resistance Rating (0 – 4)
2. Blade Resistance Rating (0 – 5)
3. Tear Resistance Rating (0 – 4)
4. Puncture Resistance Rating (0 – 4)

1. Burning Behaviour Rating (0 – 4)
2. Contact Heat Rating (0 – 4)
3. Convective Heat Rating (0 – 4)
4. Radiant Heat Rating (0 – 4)
5. Resistance to Small Drops of Molten 

Metal Rating (0 – 4)
6. Resistance to Large Quantities of 

Molten Metal Rating (0 – 4)General Chemical Protection

Micro-Organism Resistance

Specific Chemical Protection*

*Glove must be tested to a minimum of 3 specific chemicals with a penetration level 2 and is waterproof

1. Methanol
2. Acetone
3. Acetonitrile
4. Dichloromethane
5. Carbon Disulphide
6. Toluene

7. Diethylamine
8. Tetrahydrofurane
9. Ethyl Acetate
10. N-Heptane
11. Sodium Hydroxide 40%
12. Sulphuric Acid 96%

Radioactive Contamination

1. Convective Cold Resistance Rating 
(0–4)

2. Contact Cold Resistance Rating (0 – 4)
3. Water Permeability Rating (0 – 1)

Class 
(X)

Voltage 
Tested 

(V)

Approved 
for Work 
Under (V)

Category 
(Y) Additional Requirement

00 2500 500 A Acid Resistance

0 5000 1000 H Oil Resistance

1 10000 7000 Z Ozone Resistance

2 20000 17000 M Resistance against high 
mechanical strain

3 30000 26500 R
Resistance against acid, 
oil, ozone and high me-

chanical strain

4 40000 36000 C Resistance against ex-
treme cold
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AL-Gard 10123 Tactical Gloves with Touchscreen Com-
patible Fingertips (EN388)

AL-Gard 413BBR Hi Visibility Mechanics Gloves

Al-Gard 88 Premium Goatskin Gloves (EN388)

AL-Gard 901 Mechanic’s Gloves (EN388)

Model: ALG-10123

Model: ALG-413BBR

Model: ALG-88

Model: ALG-901

EN388 rating of 2,1,2,1
Highly durable palm paddings to protect against vibration 

Lightweight and breathable material for maximum comfort 
Thermoplastic rubber knuckles Spandex material on back of hand 

Index and thumb fingertips compatible with capacitive touchscreen 
devices 

Elastic wrist with hook and loop closure
Size: M/L/XL

High visibility green spandex back with reflective tape 
Design suitable for day and night time use 

Synthetic leather palm for superior comfort and durability 
Elasticated wrist band for better fit

Size: M/L/XL

Premium goatskin construction 
Comfortable and flexible keystone thumb

EN388 rating of 2,1,1,1 
Applications: construction, farming, assembly, work

Size: 9-12

Highly durable and tough tan colour full grain goatskin palm 
Spandex material on back of hand 

Full finger with reinforced fingertips 
Elastic wrist with hook and loop closure 

EN388 rating of 3,1,2,1 
Size: M/L/XL
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Al-Gard Aluminised Heat Resistant Sleeves

AL-Gard FH353 Goatskin Impact Gloves (EN388)

AL-Gard FH358 Impact Gloves with Gel Padded Palm 
(EN388)

AL-Gard FH406 Hi Visibility Mechanics Gloves (EN388)

Model: ALG-AS

Model: ALG-FH353

Model: ALG-FH358

Model: ALG-FH406

Heat protective sleeves in aluminised para-aramidic fibre 
Kevlar lining elastic cuffs 
Suitable for protection against radiant heat 
Sold in pairs 
Applications: metalworking industry, foundries, glass industry, 
firefighting

Supple goatskin leather provides improved breathability and abrasion and 
heat protection 
Kevlar threading for improved durability 
Thermoplastic rubber pads on the back of hand, fingers and thumb
Provides impact protection while retaining sensitivity and finger control 
Elastic wrist cuffs for a better fit
EN388 rating of 2,1,2,1 
Size: M/L/XL

Supple cowhide yellow leather provides improved breathability and 
abrasion and heat protection 
Kevlar threading for improved durability gel padded palms protects 
against vibration and shocks 
Thermoplastic rubber (TPR) pads on the back of hand, fingers and 
thumb 
Provides impact protection while retaining sensitivity and finger 
control Elastic wrist cuffs for a better fit
EN388 rating of 3,1,3,1 
Size: M/L/XL

EN388 rating of 2,1,2,1 
Hi -vis lime yellow with reflective strips design 
Synthetic leather palm padded gel pads on palm for anti vibration 
properties 
Neoprene knuckle panel for increased flexibility 
Velcro closed for better fit
Size: M/L/XL/XXL
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AL-Gard FH425YH High Visibility Impact Gloves

AL-Gard FSG Skeleton Mechanic Gloves

AL-Gard Gas Welding Gloves

AL-Gard 10125 Tactical Impact Gloves

Model: ALG-FH425YH

Model: ALG-FSG

Model: ALG-101

Model: ALG-10125

EN388 rating of 4,2,3,2
Thermo plastic rubber for impact protection on fingers and thumb-TPX 

palm for abrasion resistance
Gel padded palm for anti-vibration

Size: M/L/XL

Durable and heavy duty gloves that are great for work and motorcyle/
bike riding 

Synthetic leather palm for abrasion and cut protection 
Black elastic spandex back for breathability, form-fiing and dexterity 
Gloves have adjustable velcro wrist closure for comfortabe fit screen 

Printed skeleton bones in brilliant white on top side of the gloves 
improves night time visibility

Size: M/L/XL

Calf leather tough and durable A-grade calf leather for comfort and 
freedom of movement 

EN388 tested and certified 
Colour coded cuffs 

9 inches in length

Supple synethetic leather palm provide breathability, abrasion, heat 
protection 
Washable 

Tacky index finger pad improve sensitivity and finger control 
TPR (thermal plastic rubber) provide protection for the entire back of 

the hand, fingers and thumb with elevated knuckles 
Light weight and flexible padded palm absorb vibration

Size: M/L/XL
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AL-Gard TIG-WELD Tig Welding Gloves (EN388, EN407)

AL-Gard U3398 High-Visibility Rigger Gloves with Custom 
Printing

Ansell Edmont Crusader (EN388, EN407)

Ansell GoldKnit Lightweight Gloves

Model: ALG-TIG-WELD

Model: ALG-U3398

Model: 42-474

Model: AE 70-200

Soft and supple goat skin leather palm for the ultimate dexterity 
Thumb crutch for greater wear resistance 
Tanned colour gauntlet from cow split leather 
Cuff stitched with kevlar thread for extra seam strength
En388 standards rating of 2, 1, 2, 2 
Certified to EN407 rating of contact heat level 1 
Size : standard length : 35cm

High-visibility orange fingers and knuckles 
Grade A goat-skin leather 
Key stone thumb and reinforced palm stitching 
One size only 

EN388 rating of (2,2,4,1) 
EN407 rating of (X,2,X,X,X) 
Nitrile coated with sweat-absorbent non-woven felt liner
Front and back insulated to resist heat up to 200°C
Excellent resistance to cuts, snags and abrasion 
 Both coating and liner are very flexible 

100% DuPont Kevlar gloves 
Provides light-duty cut protection 
Knitted and uncoated 
Protection from sharp edges of metals, ceramics, glass and other materials 
Reversible design allows glove to be worn on either hand, reducing 
replacement costs 
Launderable
EN388 rating of (1,2,4,X)
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Ansell TouchNTUFF 92-600 Disposable Nitrile Gloves 
(EN374)

ATG MaxiFlex Cut Gloves (EN388)

ATG MaxiFlex G-Tek Gloves (EN388)

Biomedia Powder Free Disposable Latex Gloves

Model: 92-600

Model: 34-8743

Model: 34-874

Model: TPG-LATEX

Ambidextrous design powder free smooth grip 
Chemical resistant 

EN374 rating of (1,2,3) 
EN420 certified 

Contains no natural rubber latex proteins hence preventing type 1 
allergies

100 gloves/box 
Size: S/M/L/XL

Seamless knitted engineered yarn glove with reinforced palm
Nitrile coated micro-foam grip on palm & fingers 

Precision handling gloves in dry enviroments
Thin, flexible, dexterous and comfortable

EN388 rating of (4,3,3,1) 
Length: 25cm

Size: S/M/L/XL/2XL

Micro-foam nitrile palm coated with a nylon shell
Offers dexterity, sensitivity and grip

Super light and breathable
Micro-foam nitrile coating for maximium tactility 

Treated to repel water and light oil
Silicone free 

EN388 rating of (4,1,3,1)
Size: S/M/L/XL

Ambidextrous design powder free smooth grip 
100 gloves/box provides 

An excellent biological barrier
Size: S/M/L/XL
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DPL 811C Interface Tough Nitrile Rubber Gloves (EN388, 
EN374)

DPL 821C Interface Plus FL 38 Nitrile Rubber Gloves 
(EN388, EN374)

DPL 921U Frontier 75 Neoprene Gloves (EN388, EN374)

DPL LinePro Electric Insulating Rubber Gloves (EN388, 
EN420)

Model: 811C-55.48/NIVS

Model: 821C-38.33/CVIL

Model: 921U-78.38/CIVL

Model: DPL

Length: 480mm, thickness: 55mm 
EN388 rating of (5,1,0,1) & EN374 rating of (2,0,6,6,0) 
Nitrile material offers solvent resistance 
Extra thick for abrasion resistance and added protection 
Anti-slip pattern for good grip in wet and dry conditions
Long, straight cuff to protect forearm 
Chlorinated for low residual chemicals 
Free of extractable proteins
Size: 8-10

Length: 330mm, thickness: 0.38mm
EN388 rating of (5,1,0,1) & EN374 rating of (3,0,6,6,0) 
Nitrile for reliable solvent resistance 
Pure cotton flock lining to absorb perspiration 
Outstanding abrasion resistance 
Anti-slip pattern for good grip in wet and dry conditions 
Improved sensitivity and dexterity 
Straight cuff 
Free of Extractable Proteins
Size: 8-10

Length: 380mm, Thickness: 0.78mm
EN388 rating of (5,1,1,0) & EN374 rating of (3,3,2,0,0)
Neoprene for high chemical resistance 
Anti-slip pattern for good grip in wet and dry conditions 
Pure cotton flock lining to absorb perspiration
Straight cuff
Size: 8-10

Special grade natural rubber compounds for assured electrical protection 
Superior anatomical construction results in lower hand fatigue 
Higher flexibility for long duration wear comfort 
ASTM color coded marking shows working voltage for reference and 
safety 
Packed in opaque UV resistant bags and individual boxes for product 
protection 
Each glove is inspected/tested for electrical insulation 
Proof voltage tested on premium grade test machine, custom made in 
USA
EN388 rating of (2, 2, 4, 4) 
Size: 8-10, Available in Class 00, 0, 1, 2
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Harada Cleanroom Disposable PVC Gloves

 Lakeland ChemMAX Push Fit Glove Connection System 
(EN14605)

Lakeland TG850 MicroMax Disposable Sleeves

Lakeland 96-1754 Blue Enhand CR Antimicrobial Cut 5 
Gloves

Model: 3025-913

Model: CX-JFR2-05

Model: AMN850

Model: 96-1754

Ambidextrous design powder free smooth grip 
100 gloves/box
Size: S/M/L/XL

Suitable for ChemMAX 1, 2 and 3 chemical protective coveralls
Consists of two concentric rings which clip together with the glove and 

garment fabric between
Tested and certified to a type 3 jet test with no leakage apparent 

(EN 14605 / ISO 17491)
Gloves are not included in sale

Tyvek® sleeves
Elastic ends

Excellent barrier to dry particulates, aerosols, and liquids
Rip-stop scrim for added durability

Light weight and economical
18” in length

Passes ASTM E2149
Passes AATCC test method 100

Microbes are killed instantly
Withstands up to 40 washings

Can be washed with bleach
Ionically bonds to fibers to last the life of every fiber in the product

Size: M/L
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Manulatex GCM Stainless Steel Chainmail Glove

Mapa AdvanTech E194 TRIonic Gloves (EN388, EN374)

Mapa Butoflex Gloves (EN388)

Mapa Kroflex 840 Latex Palm Coated Work Gloves 
(EN388)

Model: GCM-130

Model: E194

Model: AO-86357-650

Model: 840418

Stainless steel chainmail - five fingers 
Available with or without cuff hygienic and adjustable polyurethane 
strap 
Press-stud fastening 
Compliant to the NF EN 1082-1 standards 
GCM chainmail gloves are recommended for uses in: butcheries 
fishmongers oyster farms abattoirs / slaughter houses textile industries 
The chainmail glove must not be used with indented tools or cogged 
machine to avoid any snapping up accident due to chainmail rings that 
would be dragged away 
Size: XXS/XS/S/M/L/XL

Tripolymer material - mix of natural latex, neoprene and nitrile 
Provides comfort, optimal mechanical and chemical resistance 
Excellent resistance and strong chemical protection against a great 
number of chemical products
Manufacturing process guarantees a very low level of contaminants
EN388 rating of (1, 1, 1, 0)
Size: 6-10

Specific chemical resistance, for very corrosives acids, ketones, esters 
and amine derivatives 
Unrivalled flexibility and dextarity 
Embossed exterior finish, meaning slippery objects can be handled 
without risk 
Length: 14”, Thickness: 20mm, Interior finishing: smooth, Exterior 
finshing: Embossed texture 
EN388 Rating of (1, 1, 2, 2)
Size: 7-10

EN388 rating of (3,5,4,3) 
EN407 rating of (X2XXXX) - Contact heat protection up to 250°C
Highest protection level against cuts 
Good thermal insulation of the hand 
Good grip for picking up parts safely, due to embossed texture 
Good puncture-resistance 
Size: 8-10

R

R

R
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Mapa Kronit Glove (EN388, EN407)

Mapa Solo Ultra 997 Disposable Nitrile Gloves

Mapa Technic-Mix Latex-Neoprene Gloves (EN388)

Mapa Temp-Dex (EN388, EN407)

Model: 395

Model: 997

Model: 415

Model: 710

Entirely liquid-proof, chemical & cut protection 
Total hand protection level 5 against cuts 

Long-lasting performance,measured after 5 washes Good grip for 
picking wet and slippery objects safely 

Multi-purpose glove combining protection against cuts, liquids and 
contact heat up to 250°C 

EN388 rating of (4,5,4,3) Cat.3, EN 374 (JKL) & EN 407 rating of 
(X2XXXX)

Precision dexterity 
Protection for hands and the products being handled 

Rolled cuff to prevent tearing while ensuring the glove stays in place 
on the arm 

Length: 9”, Thickness: 4m 
Sold in boxes of 100 gloves

Size: S/M/L/XL

EN388 rating of (2,0,1,1) 
Tactile sensitivity, due to the gloves reduced thickness 

Comfort and perspiration absorption through cotton flock-lining 
Good grip, due to the non-slip embossing 

Length: 32cm, thickness: 0.6mm 
Size: 9-10

Cut & Heat Resistance Gloves
Thin, anatomically-shaped gloves ensure dexterity 

Long lasting special nitrite grip coating facilitates work in moderately 
oily environment 

Dot embossing for better insulation and grip 
Suitable for handling of moulds in ceramic industry, hot steel after 

welding and hot piping 
EN388 rating of (4,1,1,1) Cat. 2, EN407 rating of (X1XXXX)
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Mapa Temp-Dex Plus (EN388, EN407)

Mapa Temp-Tec Thermal Insulation & Chemical Resis-
tance Gloves (EN374, EN407)

Mapa Ultrane Grip & Oil Proof Gloves (EN388)

Mapa Ultranitril Nitrile Gloves (EN388, EN374)

Model: 720

Model: 332

Model: 500

Model: 480/491/493

Cut & heat resistance gloves
Special nitrile grip coating facilitates work in moderate oily 
environmnets 
Knitted aramide fibres ensure protection from cut and heat up to 
200°C 
Comfort and insulation is provided by the interior terry-cloth 
Dot embossing provides better insulation and better grip 
Suitable for handling of moulds in ceramic industry, hot steel after 
welding and hot piping 
EN388 rating of (4,3,3,4) Cat. 2, EN407 rating of (X2XXXX)
Size: 9-11

Thermal insulation & chemical resistance protection 
Multi-purpose chemical resistance (acid, aliphatic solvent) provided by 
the extra thickness of material 
Excellent thermal insulation of up to 150°C is provided by the double-
knit cotton 
Good grip of wet or slippy objects is provided by an embossed texture 
Suitable for use when sampling of hot petrochemical products
Steam cleaning, boiler room work, handling of hot pipe & chemical 
treatment of metals 
EN374 rating of (ACJKL) EN407 rating of (X2XXXX)
Size: 8-10

Grip and skin protection for oily environments 
Oilproof, it repels oil penetration, provides grip and reduces dermatitis 
in oily conditions
Reduces muscle strain and boost productivity
Excellent abrasion resistance due to nitrile coating 
Long lasting and cost-effective glove 
Attractive dark color glove adapted to the industrial environments 
Mechanical hazard EN 388 (4,1,2,1) Cat 2

Nitrile gloves
Excellent mechanical resistance (abrasion, perforation) 
Excellent protection during intensive handling of high-
risk chemical products 
Good grip on slippery objects provided by an 
embossed texture

R
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MODEL

480
491
493

LENGTH

46cm
37cm
39cm

THICKNESS

0.55mm
0.45mm
0.55mm

SIZE

8-10
8-10
8-10
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North Natural Rubber Latex Gloves (EN388, EN374)

PRO Arax Heavy Duty Nitrile Foam Dipped Gloves (EN388, 
EN407)

PRO Arax Wet Grip Nitrile Dipped Gloves (EN388, EN407)

PRO Blue Powder Free Vinyl Gloves

Model: NRAK1815-O

Model: AFND

Model: AND

Model: DVBPF

Orange natural rubber latex gloves
Diamond Embossed palm for excellent grip 

Superior tensile strength with excellent tactility, sensitivity and 
comfort 

Individually packed (per pair)
Length: 15cm, thickness: 18mm

EN388 rating of (2, 1, 1, 0) & EN374 rating of (AKL)

Black nitrile foam dipped gloves with thick reinforced leather palm
Abrasion, tear and puncture resistance provides improved dexterity 

and sensitivity
Form fiing design that emulate individual hand contours 

Nitrile foam dip provides a solid grip when handling wet glass or greasy 
sheet metal

Contact heat resistant to 100ºC
EN388 rating of (4,5,4,3), EN407 rating of (X1XXXX)

Black nitrile foam dipped gloves
Abrasion, tear and puncture resistance provides improved dexterity 

and sensitivity
Form fiing design that emulate individual hand contours 

Nitrile foam dip provides a solid grip when handling wet glass or greasy 
sheet metal

Contact heat resistant to 100ºC
EN388 rating of (4,5,4,3), EN407 rating of (X1XXXX)

Powder free, close fiing 
Blue colour indicates suitability for use in food industries 

General purpose latex free: suitable for use by those allergic to latex 
Sizes: S, M, L, XL 

Qty/box: 100 pieces
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Pro Choice SuperLite Gloves (EN388)

PRO Clear Vinyl Gloves

PRO Heavy Duty Disposable Nitrile Gloves

PRO MaxiPro Gloves (EN388)

Model: NBR

Model: DVNL

Model: MDNPFHD

Model: 270

Light weight 3/4 dipped nitrile glove 
Abrasion resistant 
Knitted wrist to exclude debris 
Open back improves ventilation 
Available sizes: 7, 8, 9, 10 
Available colours: orange, blue 
EN388 rating of (3,1,1,1)
Size: 7-10

Powder free, close fiing 
General purpose latex free - suitable for use by those allergic to latex 
Sizes: S, M, L, XL 
Qty/Box - 100 pieces

Extra heavy duty nitrile gloves
Stronger, thicker, and more resistant to chemicals
Improved protection from oils, grease, fuels, cleaners, solvents, 
chemicals, & transmission fluid 
This glove has hypoallergenic properties for sensitive skin types 
Low odour 
Latex free and vinyl free glove material delivers superior comfort for 
extended wear 
Ambidextrous  glove with textured palm and fingers for enhanced grip 
in wet and dry conditions 
Available in glove sizes M, L, XL 

EN388 rating of (4,1,3,1) 
(BHT) bare hand technology 
Seamless 15 gauge, nylon fused Lycra shell
Nitrile water-based 
PU foam coating for enhanced gripping power and maximum dexterity 
in wet and dry conditions 
Available in 270º and 360º nitrile dips 
Available sizes: 6 - 11
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PRO NBRFB Superguard Blue Fully Dipped Gloves (EN388)

PRO NPN MaxiPro Synthetic Nitrile Dipped Gloves (EN388)

PRO PFRB Fit Razorback Gloves (EN388)

PRO PTY ProFit Full Finger High Visibility Gloves (EN388)

Model: NBRFB

Model: NPN

Model: PFRB

Model: PTY

EN388 rating of (4,1,2,1) 
Heavy weight fully dipped blue nitrile glove for full hand protection 

Abrasion resistant 
Knitted wrist to exclude debris

EN388 rating of (4,1,2,1) 
(BHT) bare hand technology 

Seamless 15 gauge, nylon fused lycra shell 
Nitrile water-based PU foam coating for enhanced gripping power and 

maximum dexterity in wet and dry conditions

EN388 rating of (4,2,3,2) 
Thermoplastic rubber on back of fingers, knuckle and hand

Double layer water/oil resistant palm
Silicone grip

Pre-curved for added flexibility
Bright yellow in colour

EN388 rating of (3,1,2,1) 
Hi vis yellow with reflective piping 

One piece synthetic leather palm
Reinforced foam padded inner palm Intergrated terry cloth sweat wipe 

Neoprene knuckle panel provides increased flexibility hook and loop 
fastener for snug fit 

Non-slip grip is ideal for use with hand and power tools in dry, wet or 
oily conditions
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PRO Riggamate Cowsplit Leather Gloves (EN388)

PRO Riggamate Premium Cow Grain Leather Gloves 
(EN388)

PRO Taeki 5 Nitrile Dipped Gloves (EN388)

PROSense ONE Multi Purpose Gloves (EN388)

Model: 803C

Model: CGL41B

Model: T5ND

Model: ONNFRB

Grey ‘suede look’ cow split rigger glove 
Tough and durable 
Colour coded cuff for easy size identification 
EN388 rating of (3, 2, 3, 2)
Available sizes: L, XL, XXL  
Qty/pack - 12 pairs, qty/carton - 120 pairs

Premium cow grain rigger gloves 
Wing thumb, stitch-free palm for increased durability 
Colour coded cuff for size identification
EN388 rating of (3, 1, 2, 1)
Available sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL  
Qty/pack - 12 pairs, qty/carton - 120 pairs

Nitrile coated palm 
Provides outstanding abrasion, cut and tear capabilities in handling dry, 
wet or greasy parts 
Lint free Stretchable and breathable material to allow perfect fit, 
dexterity and wearing comfort 
Can be washed and reused, increasing the lifetime and value of the 
glove 
EN388 rating of (4, 5, 4, 2) 
Sizes: 8, 9, 10, 11 
Qty/pack - 12, qty/carton - 120

Strategically placed TPR padding for knuckle and finger protection 
Hi-vis glove liner for increased visibility 
Seamless liner for comfort and durability 
Foam nitrile palm for superior grip 
Reinforced thumb for added protection 
Adjustable velcro strap for a secure fit 
EN388 rating of (4, 2, 4, 1)
Available sizes: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 
Qty/box: 12, qty/carton: 72 
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PROSense ONE Plus Anti Vibration Gloves (EN388)

PRO BNNLF DexiFro Cold Weather Work Gloves (EN388, 
EN511)

Semi Leather Denim Cuff Working Gloves

Safety Jogger Allflex Nitrile Foam Nitrile Coated Palm & 
Nylon Liner Gloves (EN388)

Model: ONNFRBP

Model: BNNLF

Model: Denim

Model: Allflex

Anti-vibration foam padded palm
Strategically placed TPR padding for knuckle and finger protection

Hi-vis glove liner for increased visibility 
Seamless liner for comfort and durability Foam nitrile palm for 

superior grip 
Reinforced thumb for added protection

Adjustable velcro strap for a secure fit
EN388 rating of (4, 2, 4, 1)

Available sizes: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 
Qty/box: 12, qty/carton: 72

13 gauge blue nylon/lycra with brushed acrylic liner for exceptional 
warmth and comfort

Microporous surface offers great wet/dry gripping power
Nitrile dots for increased skidproof ability in wet and dry conditions

Foam technology increases breathability
Anatomically designed for dexterity, comfort and fit

Product code: BNNLF
Sizes 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

Approvals: EN388 mechanical risks 4131, EN511 cold standards 
X1X

Cowhide split leather working gloves 
Cotton canvas back and denim cuffs 

For general use

Provide excellent precision in dry conditions 
Nylon/spandex liner provide excellent grip and dexterity 

EN388 rating of (4, 1, 3, 2) 
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Safety Jogger 3111 Concrete Nitrile Rubber Palm Coated 
Cotton Lined Knit-Wrist Gloves

Safety Jogger Prosoft Nitrile Foam Nitrile Coated Palm & 
Polyester Liner Gloves (EN388)

Safety Jogger Protector Nitrile & Foam Nitrile Coated 
Palm & HPPE Lined Gloves (EN388)

Safety Jogger Shield Cut 5 Gloves (EN388)

Model: Concrete

Model: Prosoft

Model: Protector

Model: Shield

Nitrile rubber palm coated cotton lined knit-wrist gloves 
Hard wearing, ergonomically shaped for excellent fit 
Outstanding abrasion resistance and cut resistance 
Good dry and wet grip cotton lining help to absorb sweat
EN388 rating of (4, 1, 1, 1)

Double layer blue nitrile & foam nitrile coating provide excellent 
precision and grip in humid conditions
Seamless HPPE (High Performance Polyethylene) liner provide 
excellent dexterity and protection
EN388 rating of (4, 5, 4, 4)
Size: 8-11

Double layer blue nitrile & foam nitrile coating provide excellent 
precision and grip in humid conditions 
Seamless HPPE (high performance polyethylene) liner provide 
excellent dexterity and protection
EN388 rating of (4, 5, 4, 4)

HPPE (high performance polyethylene) fibre palm coated and fingers 
with PU coating
Ventilated back on cotton support 
EN388 rating of (4, 5, 4, 3)
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Safety Jogger SuperPro Nitrile palm Foam coated 
Polyester / Nylon Liner Gloves (EN388)

SIR Leather Welding Sleeves

SIR Missouri Heat Resistant Gloves (EN388, EN407)

SIR Safety 11507 Wyoming Aluminised Heat Resistant 
Gloves (EN388, EN407)

Model: SuperPro

Model: 33251

Model: 11506A

Model: 11507

Nitrile palm Foam coating & polyester/nylon liner gloves 
Excellent grip oily condition 

Excellent abrasion resistance polyester liner provide excellent grip 
and dexterity 

EN388 rating of (4, 1, 2, 1)
Size: 8-11

Cowhide split leather
Elastic extremities

Thickness: 1mm, length: 40cm

Para-aramid fibre cloth 
Lining: TNT modacrylic 

Cuff: 18 cm
EN388 rating of (2443), EN407 rating of (43XX4X)

Only available in size 10

Aluminised para-aramid fibre / kelvar gloves
Excellent thermal insulation high resistance to cut, tear and puncture

Resistance to fire, contact heat and splashes of molten metal 
EN388 rating of (1, 4, 4, 3), EN407 rating of (4, 1, 2, 3, 2, 3)

Free size
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SIR 11111 Cypro 10” Full Leather Rigger Gloves 

SIR Safety 11136 Borneo 10” Cowhide Leather Rigger 
Gloves

Sureguard Safety Croc Grip Glove Holder

Model: 11111

Model: 11136

Model: MPC

Grain leather offers excellent mechanical resistance
High resistance to tear, abrasion and puncture
Good breathability performance
Ensures excellent heat insulation
EN 388 score (3, 1, 3, 2)
Available Size: 8, 9, 10

Full grain cowhide palm and split leather 
Elastic wrist for snug fit 
EN 388 rating of (3, 1, 3, 2)

Extra large jaws hold small to extra-large gloves 
Strong tension for heavier gloves or articles 
Unique centre safety break device plus replacement 
Non-conductor of electricity
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BODY PROTECTION

Protect your body against harmful 
chemicals, heat, injuries, dirt and grime.
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Lakeland ChemMAX 1 Suit (Type 3, 4, 5 & 6)

Lakeland ChemMAX 2 Suit (Type 3, 4, 5 & 6)

Lakeland ChemMax 3 CT3S450 Level B Encapsulated Suit

Lakeland ChemMAX 3 Suit (Type 3, 4, 5 & 6)

Model: CT1S428  

Model: CT2S428E

Model: CT3S450

Model: CT3S428

High density polyethylene film barrier laminated to spunbond 
polypropylene substrate
Constructed with stiched and taped seams
Design features double zip/storm flap front fastening
Reinforced knee-pads
Bright yellow color for easy identification
Available from XS to XXL
Mask, gloves and boots are NOT included

Saranex 23P barrier film bonded to a flexible bi-component unbonded 
substrate
Constructed with stitched and taped seams
Design features for double zip/storm flap front fastening
Reinforced knee-pads
White colour for easy identification
Available from XS to XXL

Design: rear entry, flat back, 48’’ zipper, storm flap, elastic wrists
20 mil PVC face shield
1 exhaust port with shroud & 1 air tube inlet
Attached sock boots with boot flap
Suit is not gas/vapor tight
Available from XS to XXL

EVOH barrier film provides the ultimate chemical barrier film in 
disposable materials
Constructed with stiched and taped seams
Design Features double zip/storm flap front fastening
Reinforced knee-pads
Grey colour for easy identification
Available from XS to XXL
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Lakeland Interceptor Standard Suit (Level A)

Lakeland MicroMax NS Cool Suit

Lakeland MicroMax NS Coverall

Lakeland MicroMAX NS Lab Coat

Model: INT640

Model:: AMNC428E

Model: CT3S428

Model: AMN101

Design: front entry, expanded back, soaked seam on outside only
48 gas tight zipper, double storm flap with hook and loop closure

40 mil PVC faceshield, butyl gloves
Attached sock boots with boot flaps

2 exhaust valves
1.5 Waist belt with 3 belt loops sewn and sealed

CE Type 1 and EN943:2002 certified
Available from XS to XXL

Microporous PE film laminate coverall with breathable blue 
safeguard back panel

Bound seams
Coverall with 3 piece hood, inset sleeves, 2 piece diamond crotch 

gusset, elasticated hood, waist, cuffs and ankles
Type 5 & 6

Available from S to XXXL

Zipper closure, attached hood, elastic wrists and ankles
Type 5 & 6

Available from S to XXXL

Product Code: CTL140
3 Snap button closure

Long sleeves
2 pockets - hip and chest

Available from S to XXL
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Lakeland EPVC-JT02 PVC Coat Jacket

Lakeland EPVC-TS02 PVC Bib and Brace Pants

Al-Gard Vinyl Coat Apron

Ultitec Protection 500 Lightweight Disposable Coverall

Model: EPVC-JT02

Model: EPVC-TS02

Model: ALG-VCA

Model: UT500

Protection against splashes and sprays of chemical in EN 14605 Type 
3 & 4 application
Reusable-long lasting service life
Exceptional comfort with good durability
Applicable in wet environment
Excellent design for user’s comfort

Protection against splashes and sprays of chemical in EN 14605 Type 
3 & 4 application
Reusable-long lasting service life
Exceptional comfort with good durability
Applicable in wet environment
Excellent design for user’s comfort

Protects body, shoulders and arms
Seamless design
Open back/sleeves
No elastic
40-mil PVC grommets permanently welded to the apron
Ideal for use in food handling applications

Strong, durable and comfortable
Individually wrapped or bulk package
CE Category 1 coverall
*Coveralls are white in colour, blue is only available upon special 
request
Civil Protection, Construction, Decorative Work, Food Processiong & 
Packing, Medical, Emergency
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Ultitec Protection 1000 (Type 5 & 6) Disposable Coverall

Ultitec Protection 2000 (Type 5-B & 6-B) Disposable 
Coverall

Ultitec Protection 2000B (Type 5 & 6) Breathable 
Disposable Coverall

PRO BB Back Support Belt

Model: DD-1000

Model: DD-2000

Model: DD-2000B

Model: BB

Double layer PPSB improves fabric strength, tear and puncture 
resistance and make the coverall more durable

Melt blown fabric laminated between the PPSB layers provides 
excellent particle barrier capabilities

The fabric filters resist 99.8% of particles of size 0.5-1 µm
Passes EN1073-2 for protection against radioactive particulate 

contamination
Fully elasticated hood, ankles and wrists, which maximize comfort 

and protection
EN 1073-2 Certified

Protection against chemical liquid spray, while remaining breathable 
and comfortable wearing experience, ideal for wide range of 

industrial applications
Chemical liquid (EN368) and blood (ASTM F1670) penetration 

resistance for premium protection
Passes EN1149-5 for antistatic property

Passes EN1073-2 for protection against radioactive particulate 
contamination

Passes EN14126 for protection against biological hazards and 
infective agents. (Type 5-B, 6-B)

Low linting to reduce the risk of contamination in environment

Highly breathable back panel (ULTITEC 1000L fabric)
Ideal for working in warmer environment

Chemical liquid (EN368) and blood (ASTM F1670) barrier at premium 
protection on front fabric

Front fabric ULTITEC 2000 meets EN1149-5 for antistatic property
Passes EN1073-2 for protection against radioactive particulate 

contamination

Smooth glide adjustable clips
Easy to adjust elastic outer panels for added lower back support

Tapered abdomen support panels
35mm wide support elastic braces

Adjustable belt and braces for comfortable fit
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Sold and packaged individually
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SIR 33250 Leather Welding Apron

Veleo VES Standard Elastic Back Support Belt

Valeo VEH Heavy Duty Elastic Back Support Belt

Sanctum Workwear KFR3002 Kalari Pyrovatex Flame 
Retardant Finished Coveralls with Reflective Strips

Model: 33250

Model: VI4680

Model: VI4676LG

Model: KFR3014

1 mm thickness
Cowhide split leather
60x90 cm
Leather-strings closure

8 elastic power net with 4 non-conductive stays
Adjustable two-stage hook & loop closure system
Removable 1.5 elastic suspenders with hook & loop tabs for safety
Rubberized stay covers keep belt in place
Machine washable

Adjustable two-stage hook and loop closure system
Removable 1.5in elastic suspenders with hook and 
loop closures for safety
Rubberized stay covers keep belt in place
Quick release suspenders for safety
Breathable 9-inch elastic with 5 non-conductive stays
Machine washable

Material:100% cotton fabric with Pyrovatex finish, 180–320 g/m²
Flat coat collar, two flap pockets with snap buttons on chest, two patch 
pockets on back, pen pocket
Two-way concealed FR heavy duty industrial (brass/nylon) zip fastening
Elasticated back
Reflective tapes on arms, shoulders, and legs
Adjustable cuffs and ankle openings
Bartacking done in places where more strength is needed to support 
extra load
EN 11611, EN 11612, EN 61482, NFPA 70E Certified
Available in blue or orange
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S: 24”-34” (Waist)

M: 32”-42”

L: 42”-52”

XL:52”-62”

S: 24”-34” (Waist)

M: 32”-42”

L: 42”-52”

XL:52”-62”
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Dickies Redhawk Zip Front Coverall/OverallModel: WD4839

65% polyester 35% cotton 260gsm
Two way metal zip front with studded over 

placket
Two zipped chest pockets, a tool pocket and a 

rule pocket
Two swing pockets with side access

Double pencil pocket on sleeve
Full back elastication and an action back

Two large back patch pockets, one zipped
Knee pad pockets
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FOOT PROTECTION

You can add some text here that
related about skin protection or antything 
you want about 3-4 



SHOE SIZE CORRELATION

 English  3  4  5     6           7 8 9   10          11     12     13                                                                                                                                               

 French 36 37 38 39/40 41 42 43 44/45 46 47 48
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AL-Gard Safety Toe / Cover / Overshoe

King’s KJ404SX Executive Safety Shoes

King’s KJ404X Executive Safety Shoes

King’s KJ424SX Executive Safety Shoes

Model: ALG-0921

Model: KJ404SX

Model: KJ404X

Model: KJ424SX

Alternative to steel toes
100% Genuine leather with full padded inner lining
Wear-resistant and non-slip rubber out sole
Wide 400mm elastic band for convenience and comfort doning and 
wearing
Contoured extra wide steel toe cap that protect up to 200J energy 
impact (As per ISO EN Standard)
Meets GB21148-2007 standard

Sole construction : single density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap : available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)
Steel midsole: not available
Upper material : smooth full grain leather upper
Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board
Insole : full length EVA foam insole for uniform shoes
Size: 4-12 (UK)

Sole construction : single density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap : available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)
Steel midsole: not available
Upper material : printed leather upper
Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board
Insole : full length EVA foam insole for uniform shoes
Size: 3-12 (UK)

Sole construction : single density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap : available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)
Steel midsole: not available
Upper material : smooth full grain leather upper
Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board
Insole : full length EVA foam insole for uniform shoes
Size: 4-13 (UK)
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King’s KJ424X Executive Safety Shoes

King’s KJ484SX Executive Safety Shoes

King’s KL221X Ladies’ Safety Shoes

King’s KL225X Ladies’ Safety Shoes

Model: KJ424X

Model: KJ484SX

Model: KL221X

Model: KL225X

Sole construction : single density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap : available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)

Steel midsole: not available
Upper material: printed leather upper

Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board

Insole : full length EVA foam insole for uniform shoes
Size: 3-12 (UK)

Sole construction : single density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap : not available 
Steel midsole: not available

Upper material : smooth full grain leather upper
Lining : taibrelle lining

Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board
Insole : full length EVA foam insole

Size: 4-13 (UK)

Sole construction: single density polyurethane (PU) sole (SRC outsole)
Steel toecap: available

Steel midsole: not available
Upper material: full grain leather

Lining: breathable non-woven fabric lining
Insole board: antistatic insole board

Insole: full length fabric-lined PU foam insole
Size: 2-8 (UK)

Sole construction: single density polyurethane (PU) sole (SRC outsole)
Steel toecap: available

Steel midsole: not available
Upper material: full grain leather

Lining: breathable non-woven fabric lining with purple inserts
Insole board: antistatic insole board

Insole: full length fabric-lined PU foam insole
Size: 2-8 (UK)
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King’s KL331X Ladies’ Safety Shoes

King’s KL335X Ladies’ Safety Shoes

King’s KWD701 Safety Shoes

King’s KWD706 Safety Boots

Model: KL331X

Model: KL335X

Model: KWD701

Model: KWD706

Sole construction: single density polyurethane (PU) sole (SRC outsole)
Steel toecap: available
Steel midsole: not available
Upper material: full grain leather
Lining: breathable non-woven fabric lining
Insole board: antistatic insole board
Insole: full length fabric-lined PU foam insole
Size: 2-8 (UK)

Sole construction: single density polyurethane (PU) sole (SRC outsole)
Steel toecap: available
Steel midsole: not available
Upper material: full grain leather with purple stiching
Lining: breathable non-woven fabric lining
Insole board: antistatic insole board
Insole: full length fabric-lined PU foam insole
Size: 2-8 (UK)
 

Sole Construction: Single density polyurethane (PU) sole (SRC outsole)
Steel toecap: available
Steel midsole: not available
Upper material: full grain leather
Lining: breathable non-woven fabric lining
Insole board: antistatic insole board
Insole: full length fabric-lined PU foam insole
Size: 3-13 (UK)

Sole construction : dual density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap: available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)
Steel midsole: not available
Upper material : tango print leather upper
Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board
Insole : extra thick full length PU foam insole
Size: 3-13 (UK)
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King’s KWD804 Safety Boots

King’s KWD805C Safety Boots

King’s KWD806 Safety Shoes

King’s KWD807 Safety Shoes

Model: KWD804

Model: KWD805C

Model: KWD806C

Model: KWD807

Sole construction : dual density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap: available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)

Steel midsole: not available
Upper material : tango print leather upper

Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board

Insole : extra thick full length PU foam insole
Size: 3-13 (UK)

Sole construction : dual density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap: available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)

Steel midsole: not available
Upper material : tango print leather upper

Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board

Insole : extra thick full length PU foam insole
Size: 3-13 (UK)

Sole construction : dual density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap: available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)

Steel midsole: not available
Upper material : tango print leather upper

Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board

Insole : extra thick full length PU foam insole
Size: 3-13 (UK)

Sole construction : dual density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap: available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)

Steel midsole: not available
Upper material : tango print leather upper

Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board

Insole : extra thick full length PU foam insole
Size: 3-13 (UK)
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King’s KWD901 Safety Shoes

King’s KWS800 Safety Shoes

King’s KWS803 Safety Shoes

King’s KV20YX PVC Boots

Model: KWD901

Model: KWS800

Model: KWS803

Model: KV20YX

Sole construction : dual density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap: available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)
Steel midsole: not available
Upper material : tango print leather upper
Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board
Insole : extra thick full length PU foam insole
Size: 3-13 (UK)

Sole construction : dual density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap: available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)
Steel midsole: not available
Upper material :printed  leather upper
Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board
Insole : extra thick full length PU foam insole
Size: 3-13 (UK)

Sole construction : dual density polyurethane outsole
Steel toecap: available (extra wide 5-toe toecap)
Steel midsole: not available
Upper material :full grain leather upper
Lining : taibrelle lining
Insole board : non-woven fibre insole board
Insole : extra thick full length PU foam insole
Size: 3-13 (UK)
 

Yellow upper with black sole
Estimated height: 356-410mm from heel
Estimated weight: 2.25kg per pair (Size 7 with steel plate)
Antistatic, slip and oil resistant shock absorbent PVC outsole
Waterproof PVC upper construction
Carbon steel toe cap for impact and compression resistance
Pierce resistant stainless steel mid-sole insert
Size: 5-12 (UK)
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EU UK US JAPAN KOREA

35 3 3 21,5 220

36 3,5 4 22,5 225

37 4 4,5 23 235

38 5 5,5 24 240

39 6 6,5 25 245

40 7,5 7,5 25,5 250

41 8 8 26,5 260

42 9 9 27 265

43 10 10 28 275

44 10,5 10,5 28,5 280

45 11,5 11,5 29,5 285

46 12 12 30 295

47 13 13 32 305

48 13,5 13,5 33 -

EU UK US JAPAN KOREA

35 3 5,5 21,5 220

36 3,5 6 22,5 225

37 4 6,5 23 235

38 5 7,5 24 240

39 6 8 25 245

40 6,5 9 25,5 250

41 7 9,5 26,5 260

42 8 10,5 27 265

MEN

WOMEN

International 
Size Conversion Chart
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Safety Jogger Bestgirl S3 Safety Shoes

Safety Jogger Bestrun S3 Safety Shoes (SS513 Tested)

Safety Jogger Boreas 2 S3 Safety Boots

Safety Jogger Ceres S3 Ladies’ Safety Shoes

Model: Bestgirl

Model: Bestrun

Model: Boreas2

Model: Ceres

Mesh Nylon Lining
PU Sole with anti-slip properties
Steel Toe Cap and Mid Sole
Category - S3 / SRC
SS513 Standard Certified

Printed leather upper
Anti-slip PU Sole
Steel toe cap and mid sole
Mesh nylon lining
Premoulded insole
Size range - EU 36-47/US 4.5-13/UK 3.5-12
Category - S3 / SRC
SS513 certified
Size: 36-47 (EU)

Water repellent brown full grain leather upper
Composite toe cap
SJ flex midsole
Shock proof, antislip PU/rubber sole
HRO - heat resistance sole
Catagory S3 / SRC
Size: 36-47 (EU)

Rubber sole
Composite toecap
Anti perforation SJ FLEX midsole
Category - S3 / SRC
Mesh nylon lining
Premoulded insole
Rubber outsole with anti-slip
Size: 36-43 (EU)
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Safety Jogger Dakar Safety Boot

Safety Jogger Dakar Safety Boot

Safety Jogger Bestboot2 S3 Safety Boots (SS513 Tested)

Safety Jogger Bestboy S3 Safety Shoes (SS513 Tested)

Model: Dakar S19

Model: Dakar S18

Model: Bestboot2

Model: Bestboy

Water repellent leather shoe
Nylon mesh lining

Antistatic, anti-slip sole
Steel toe cap

Puncture resistant steel sole
Category - S3 / SRC

Size: 36-42 (EU)

Water repellent leather shoe
Nylon mesh lining

Antistatic, anti-slip sole
Steel toe cap

Puncture resistant steel sole
Category - S3 / SRC

Size: 36-42 (EU)

Anti-slip PUsole
Steel toe cap and mid sole

Cambrella lining
Premoulded insole

Size Range - EU 36-47/US 4.5-13/UK 3.5-12
Category - S3/SRC

SS513 certified
Size: 36-47 (EU)

Printed leather upper
Anti-slip PU sole

Steel toe cap and mid sole
Mesh nylon lining

Premoulded insole
Size Range - EU 36-47/US 4.5-13/UK 3.5-12

Category - S3/SRC
SS513 certified

Size: 36-47 (EU)
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Safety Jogger Bestfit S3 Safety Boots (SS513 Tested)

Safety Jogger Bestlight Safety Shoe

Safety Jogger Ultima S3 Safety Boots (SS513 Tested)

Safety Jogger X0500 S2 Safety Shoes (SS513 Tested)

Model: Bestfit

Model: BestlightBLK

Model: Ultima

Model: X0500

Smooth leather upper
Anti- slip PU sole
Steel toe cap and mid sole
Cambrella lining
Premoulded insole
Size Range - EU 36-47/US 4.5-13/UK 3.5-12
Category - S1P
SS513 certified
Size: 36-47 (EU) 

Anti-slip EVA + rubber sole
Premoulded insole
Lightweight
Size: 36-46 (EU)

Water repellent full grain leather
Heat resistant PU and rubber outsole
Composite toe cap
Puncture resistant SJ flex midsole
Mesh nylon / coolmax lining
Latex insole
Category - S3 / SRC
SS513 certified
Size: 36-47 (EU)

PU/PU sole
Water repellent, white, cambrella lining
Anti-static 
Steel toe
Anti-slip
Category - S2/SRC
SS513 certified
Size: 36-47 (EU)
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Safety Jogger X0600 S3 Safety Shoes (SS513 Tested)

 Safety Jogger EOS S3 Safety Shoe (SS513 Tested)

Safety Jogger Hercules S5 Safety Boots

Safety Jogger Manager S3 Executive Safety Shoes

Model: X0600

Model: Eos

Model: Hercules

Model: Manager

Black water repellent leather
PU/PU Sole

Anti-static, shock proof
Antislip 

Steel toe 
Steel midsole

Category - S3 /SRC
SS513 certified

Size: 36-47 (EU)

Water repellent leather construction
Nylon mesh lining

PU sole with anti-slip & anti-static properties
Composite toe cap and mid sole

Category - S3 / SRC
Size: 36-47 (EU)
SS513 certified

Waterproof black PVC Boots
Puncture resistant steel sole

Steel toe
Antislip PVC sole

Category - S5
Size: 36-47 (EU)

Executive leather shoe
Black water repellent leather 

Cambrella lining
Antistatic, puncture resistant SJ flex sole

Shock proof and antislip S3 PU sole + rubber parts
Composite toe cap

Size: 38-46 (EU)
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Safety Jogger Poseidon S4 Safety Boots

Safety Jogger X1100N Safety Shoes

Safety Jogger X1110 Safety Shoes

Safety Jogger X2000 S3 Safety Boots

Model: Poseidon

Model: X1100N

Model: X1110

Model: X2000

Waterproof PVC Boots
Steel toe cap
Anti-slip PVC Sole
Shock proof
Catagory - S4
Size: 36-47 (EU)

Water repellent, black, leather shoe
PU/PU sole
Cambrella lining
Steel toe cap
Puncture resistant steel midsole
Category - S3 / SCR
Size: 36-46 (EU)

Water repellent, black, leather shoe
PU/PU sole
Cambrella lining
Steel toe cap
Puncture resistant steel midsole
Category - S3 / SCR
Size: 36-46 (EU)

Water repellant nubuck leather
PU/PU sole
Steel toe cap and mid sole
Mesh nylon lining
Premoulded insole
Category - S3 / SRC
Size: 37-46 (EU)
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Safety Jogger X2020P Safety ShoesModel: X2020P

Water repellant nubuck leather
PU/PU sole

Steel toe cap and mid sole
Mesh nylon lining

Premoulded insole
Category - S3 / SRC

Size: 36-47 (EU)
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INTERNATIONAL 
Size Conversion Chart

WOMEN’S SIZES

MEN’S SIZES
US 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 15 16

UK 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5 13 14 15

EURO 39 39.5 40 41 41.5 42 42.5 43 44 45 45.5 46 47 47.5 48 48.5 49.5 50.5

US 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 9.5 10 10.5 11

UK 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8

EURO 35 35.5 36 36.5 37 37.5 38 38.5 39 39.5 40 40.5 41
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Skechers Burgin Composite Toe & Kevlar Midsole Safety 
Boots (SS513)

Skechers D’Lite SR - Tottle Ladies’ Safety Shoes

Skechers D’Lite SR - Tottle Ladies’ Safety Shoes

Skechers Soft Stride - Canopy Relaxed Fit Safety Shoes 
(SS513)

Model: 777067DBRN

Model: 76528 BKPR

Model: 76528 GYPK

Model: 777027-BRBK

Smooth leather or nubuck leather upper
Soft fabric boot lining

Relaxed fit
Gel infused memory foam cushioned removable comfort insole

Oil resistant sole
Composite safety toe & shock absorbing kevlar midsole

Electrical Hazard (EH) safe design
SS513 certified
Size: 7-12 (US)

Composite safety toe front
Electrical hazard (EH) safe design

Slip resistant rubber outsole
Lightly textured durable synthetic veneered leather upper

Soft fabric shoe lining
Cushioned removable comfort insole

D’Lites light and flexible shock absorbing midsole
Flexible rubber OSHA compliant slip resistant traction outsole

Size: 6-10 (US)

Composite safety toe front
Electrical hazard (EH) safe design

Slip resistant rubber outsole
Lightly textured durable synthetic veneered leather upper

Soft fabric shoe lining
Cushioned removable comfort insole

D’Lites light and flexible shock absorbing midsole
Flexible rubber OSHA compliant slip resistant traction outsole

Size: 6-10 (US)

Composite safety toe front
Shock absorbing, anti-porforation midsole

SS513 Tested
Electrical hazard (EH) safe design

OSHA compliant rubber slip resistant outsole
Lightly textured durable leather upper

Soft fabric shoe lining
Relaxed fit design for a roomier comfortable fit

Memory foam cushioned comfort insole
Size: 7-12 (US)
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Skechers Soft Stride - Grinnell Comp Safety Shoes (SS513 
Tested)

Skechers Soft Stride - Grinnell Comp Safety Shoes (SS513 
Tested)

Skechers Workshire Relaxed Fit Safety Boots (SS513 
Tested)

Skechers Workshire Relaxed Fit Safety Boots (SS513 
Tested)

Model: 77013 NVGY

Model: 77013 BRBK

Model: 77009BLK

Model: 77009WTN

Composite safety toe rated
Electrical hazard (EH) safe design
Oiled suede upper
Slip resistant sole
SS513 certified
Relaxed fit design for a roomier comfortable fit
Memory foam topped cushioned removable comfort insole
Shock absorbing supportive sporty midsole
Size: 7-12

Composite safety toe rated
Electrical hazard (EH) safe design
Oiled suede upper
Slip resistant sole
SS513 certified
Relaxed fit design for a roomier comfortable fit
Memory foam topped cushioned removable comfort insole
Shock absorbing supportive sporty midsole
Size: 7-12

Steel safety toe
SS513 certified
Electrical hazard (EH) safe design
Smooth leather or nubuck leather upper
Relaxed fit design for a roomy comfortable fit
Gel infused memory foam cushioned removable comfort insole
Shock absorbing midsole
Oil resistant, lug traction durable rubber outsole
Size: 7-12 (US)

Steel safety toe
SS513 certified
Electrical hazard (EH) safe design
Smooth leather or nubuck leather upper
Relaxed fit design for a roomy comfortable fit
Gel infused memory foam cushioned removable comfort insole
Shock absorbing midsole
Oil resistant, lug traction durable rubber outsole
Size: 7-12 (US)
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Skechers Workshire Relaxed Fit Safety Boots (SS513 
Tested)Model: 77009CDB

Steel safety toe
SS513 certified

Electrical hazard (EH) safe design
Smooth leather or nubuck leather upper

Relaxed fit design for a roomy comfortable fit
Gel infused memory foam cushioned removable comfort insole

Shock absorbing midsole
Oil resistant, lug traction durable rubber outsole

Size: 7-12 (US)
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FALL PROTECTION

Everything you need to safely work at 
heights.
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AL-Gard Suspension Trauma Relief Strap (Hook and Loop 
Harness)

Haru HB-6N Vertical Retractable Webbing Lifeline (EN360)

Haru HE-15 Vertical Retractable Lifeline (EN360)

Haru HE-20 Vertical Retractable Lifeline (EN360)

Model: ALG-38

Model: HB-6N

Model: HE-15

Model: HE-20 

Allows for pressure relief from being suspended
Can be attached to most harness brands

Lightweight, compact design stays out of the worker’s way until 
needed

Deployment and operation are fool-proof simply unzip and hook straps 
together

Continuous loop design allows for either one or two foot suspension 
relief without any pinching

20mm wide webbing lifeline
Poly propylene Case

Self retracting cable on drum with centrifugal brake
6m in length

K300 Karabiner is CE EN361 certified
S-2146 anchor point is CE EN361 certified

>1600kg webbing breaking point

4mm diameter zinc galvanised steel lifeline
Self retracting cable on drum with centrifugal brake

15m in length
K300 karabiner is CE EN361 certified

S-2146 is CE EN361 certified
Fall indicator

Working load of 20 to 150kg
>1250kg wire breaking point

Maximum stop distance 1.5m

4mm diameter zinc galvanised steel lifeline
Self retracting cable on drum with centrifugal brake

20m in length
K300 karabiner is CE EN361 certified

S-2146 is CE EN361 certified
Fall indicator

Working load of 20 to 150kg
>2000kg wire breaking point

Maximum stop distance 1.5m
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Haru HE-30 Vertical Retractable Lifeline (EN360)

Haru HE-6 Vertical Retractable Lifeline (EN360)

Haru HE-10 Vertical Retractable Lifeline (EN360)

Haru HC-16F Safety Belt

Model: HE-30

Model: HE-6

Model: HE-10

Model: HC-16F

4mm diameter zinc galvanised steel lifeline
Self retracting cable on drum with centrifugal brake
30m in length
K300 karabiner is CE EN361 certified
S-2146 is CE EN361 certified
Working load of 20 to 150kg
>2000kg wire breaking point
Maximum stop distance 1.5m

4mm diameter zinc galvanised steel lifeline
Self retracting cable on drum with centrifugal brake
6m in length
K300 karabiner is CE EN361 certified
S-2146 is CE EN361 certified
Working load of 20 to 150kg
>1250kg wire breaking point
Maximum stop distance 1.5m

4mm diameter zinc galvanised steel lifeline
Self retracting cable on drum with centrifugal brake
K300 Karabiner is CE EN361 certified
S-2146 is CE EN361 certified
Fall indicator 
10m in length
Working load of 20 to 150kg
>1250kg wire breaking point
Maximum stop distance 1.5m

HC-16F japanese type safety belt with retractable safety line & big 
snap hook
50Mm adjustable belt length up to 1.15M
Maximum length of retractable webbing lanyard up to 1.3M
Large aluminium snap hook
Built-in shock absorber to reduce impact
Quick release belt
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Twin Connected Haru HE-2A Vertical Retractable Lifelines

Haru HE-2A Vertical Retractable Lifeline (EN360)

Haru HE-35D 3.5M Vertical Self Retractable Lifeline 
(EN360)

Haru HD-240 Confined Space and Rescue Tripod (EN795, 
EN1496)

Model: HE-2A-T

Model: HE-2A

Model: HE-35D

Model: HD-240-20

K300 karabiner is CE EN361 certified
S-2239 Anchor connector is CE EN361 certified

Clip to hold lifelines in place on karabiner during use
Twin-leg 100% tie-off design

Built-in connector for twin-leg SRL direct attachment to harness
(2.0m) twin-leg lifelines with (19mm) Dyneema fiber and polyester 

webbing
Aluminum self-locking rebar hook on each lifeline

Extremely compact, lightweight and impact resistant aluminum design
Swiveling anchorage loops

Quick acting brake systems

K300 karabiner is CE EN361 certified
S-2239 Anchor connector is CE EN361 certified

Twin-leg 100% tie-off design
Built-in connector for twin-leg SRL direct attachment to harness

(2.0m) twin-leg lifelines with (19mm) Dyneema fiber and polyester 
webbing

Aluminum self-locking rebar hook on each lifeline
Extremely compact, lightweight design

Light and impact resistant aluminum housing
Swiveling anchorage loops

Quick acting brake systems

Karabiner is CE EN361 certified
S-2239 Anchor connector is CE EN361 certified

Twin-leg 100% tie-off design
Built-in connector for SRL direct attachment to harness

(3.5m) twin-leg lifelines with (19mm) Dyneema fiber and polyester 
webbing

Aluminum self-locking rebar hook on each lifeline
Extremely compact, lightweight design

Light and impact resistant aluminum housing
Swiveling anchorage loops

Quick acting brake systems

20m wire rope and winch is included
Adjustable Height Telescopic Legs

Anchorage point on the tripod head which allows to set a retractable 
lifeline

Additional anchorage point come with a manual hand winch
For manholes with a maximum diameter of 1.5m

Tripod : EN 795:1996 Class B
Winch : EN 1496:2006 Class A
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Master Double Rope Lanyard

Orex Value-X Safety Harness and Dual Webbing-Type 
Lanyard

P+P Full Body Harness (#90034SPL/MK2)

P+P Tubular Aluminium Tripod (75780/AB)

Model: NST PE-828G

Model: O01-06-PFAS08R

Model: 90099MK2

Model: 75780/AB

Double rope lanyard with shock absorber
PSB Approved SS402

Double tool hangars can hold up to 5kg
D-Ring attachment on the back for fall arrest systems
Connection buckles for adjustable leg straps
SS528:2006 certified self locking karabiner
Shock absorber allows the fall arrest force up tp 6kN
Snap hook is SS528:2006 certified
SS528 certification provided

Two point, fall arrest harness, with 3 bar slide and rectangular link, leg 
and chest connections
Adjustable length shoulder straps with a 3 bar buckle 
Full chest strap going all the way around the chest for a secure 
configuration that increases the distribution of load
Material: polyester webbing with carbon steel, heat treated and zinc 
plated metal fiings
Attachment points: rear fall arrest dorsal “D” ring and front sternum fall 
arrest “D” ring
EN361:2002 certified
Aize : Small (SM) Large (LG) and Extra Large (XL)

P+P tubular aluminium tripod with multi attchment point head
A range of brackets, recovery blocks and winches are available to fit
Material: aluminium
Safe working Load : 250kg, 6:1 Safety Ratio
6 attachment points, 3 overhead pulleys and 3 eye bolts
2 person rated
Weight: 20kg
EN795 Certified
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P+P 90305 Scaffolders Sling

P+P 76070MK2/ADJ Webbing RL200W

P+P RB8 Belt (90004)

P+P Full Body Harness C/W 2 D-ring Front and Back 
(90034MK2)

Model: 76070MK2/ADJ

Model: 76070MK2/ADJ

Model: 90004

Model: 90034MK2

Lanyard suitable for restraint, work positioning or as a component in a fall 
protection system

Material: 32mm polyester webbing
Steel captive screwgate karabiners at each end

Size / length : 2m
EN354:2002, EN358:2000 certified

Lanyard suitable for restraint, work positioning or as a component in a fall 
protection system

Material:32mm polyester webbing
Steel captive screwgate karabiners at each

Size / Length: 2m
EN354:2002, EN358:2000 certified

Restraint belt
Material: polyester webbing with carbon steel, heat treated and zinc 

plated metal fiings
Central “D” ring attachment point

Size / length: 60cm - 120cm
EN358:1993 certified

Two point, fall arrest harness, with 3 bar slide and rectangular link, leg and 
chest connection

Alloy rings to interconnect shoulder and chest straps
Has adjustable length shoulder straps with a 3 bar buckle

Material: polyester webbing with heat treated zine plated caron steel 
fiings and anodized black alloy rings.

Rear fall arrest dorsal “D” ring and front sternum fall arest “D” ring 
attachment points

EN361-2002 certified
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P+P RB8L Belt (90048ADJ)

P+P Auto Reel MK2 (90091MK2)

P+P Man-U-Just, Work Positioning System - 10m, 15m and 
20m available (90092MK2)

P+P Kernmantle Rope Rat, Work Positioning Lanyard 
(90176/2M/90204)

Model: 90048ADJ

Model: 90091MK2

Model: 90092MK2

Model: 90176/2M/90204

Restraint belt with integral 1.4M adjustable restraint lanyard
Material: polyester webbing with carbon steel, heat treated and zinc 
plated metal fiings
Central “D” ring with lanyard attached fitted with steel captive 
screwgate karabiner
EN358:1993 certified

A small light weight, retractable type fall arrester housed in a plastic 
cover, with webbing lanyard
Material: polyester webbing
Bolted swivel eye complete with oval screwgate anchorage karabiner
Small double action snap hook
Size / length: 2.4m
EN360:2002 certified

16mm nylon hawser laid rope fitted with a rope adjuster and 1m 
detachable 
Chunkie lanyard, complete with a captive karabiner and separate 
76031 karabiner
Material: 16mm nylon hawser laid rope and 11mm kernmantle rope
Steel captive screwgate karabiner on lanyard and loose karabiner on 
16mm hawser rope
Size / length: 10m, 15m, 20m
EN358:2000 certified

Lanyard suitable for restraint or work positioning
Maerial: 11mm Kernmantle rope
Attachment points
Steel screwed oval link at one end and a  small captive aluminium 
double action snaphook at the other
Size / length: 2m
EN358:2000 certified
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P+P Breakaway Parking Point (90220MK2)

P+P 10m Rocker System (90255/10)

P+P Twin Legged Lanyard (90270)

P+P Horizontal Lifeline (90289)

Model: 90220MK2

Model: 90255

Model: 90270

Model: 90289

Sacrificial attachment point for “parking” a lanyard when not in use
Retro fits to any harness up to 45mm webbing

Material: nylon
To fit up to 45mm webbing

Guided type fall arrester system using a kernmantle rope lifeline, P+P 
rocker device and connectors

Material: 11mm semi-static kernmantle rope (EN1891 Class A), Anodised 
aluminium Rocker device

Steel captive screwgate karabiner at the top of the rope and an 
aluminium auto-locking karabiner on the device

Size / length: 10m
EN353-2, EN358 certified

Twin legged lanyard suitable for arresting potential falls
The lanyard incorporates a “tear-web” energy absorbing packs

Material: 11mm kernmantle rope, with a polyester tear-web energy 
absorber covered in a PVC shrink sleeve and a stainless steel ring inter-

connection
Steel captive screwgate karabiner on the energy absorber and alarge 

aluminium double action snaphook on each leg
Size / length: 1.5m

EN355:2002 certified

P+P temporary webbling lifeline (additional end connections may be 
needed)

Material: polyester webbing with powder coated steel ratch
Sewn sleeved eyes at each end

Size / length: 20m
EN795 class C certified
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P+P GOTCHA Rescue Kit, 50m. 100m and 150m Available 
(90293)

P+P 90305 Scaffolders Sling Anchorage

P+P 90407MK2/ADJ 15m Rigga Pulley Hoist Utility System

P+P 90522 Twin Retractable Lanyard

Model: 90293

Model: 90305

Model: 90407MK2/15

Model: 90407MK2/15

Enables rescuers to attach to and raise or lower a lanyard suspended 
casualty to safety
Negates the need for rescuers to have direct access to the casualty, 
only the attachment point
Comes with 3.5m ‘capture pole’
Material: 11mm Kernmantle rope
Steel kwiklok karabiners and round anchorage sling attachment points
Size / length: 50m, 100m or 150m rope, giving a maximum effective 
working length of 16m

P+P scaffolders’ anchorage sling attachment point, to create a non-slip 
anchorage point on horizontal or vertical scaffold tube
Material: polyester
Sewn reinforced eye attachment points
Size / length: 0.6m long
EN795 class B certified

Utility system for work positioning or rescue-capable of raising or 
lowering vertically system uses one way blocks to reduce effective 
load when lowering
System mechanical advantage 4:1 SWL 250kg 
Complete with anchor strop and kit bag- total kit weight 7.7kg
Material: 11mm polymide rope
Kwiklock offset ‘D’ karabiners as standard
Size / length: 15m
BS:EN 1228 certified

Twin legged retractable lanyard suitable for arresting potential falls
The lanyard comprises dual retractable elements, which allow users to 
minimise free fall distances by careful selection of anchorage points 
Designed to connect to the rear harness fall arrest point via the screw 
link connector and locates on the harness via the velcro closings on 
the energy absorber pack
Material: webbing
Steel snap hook attachment points
EN360:2002 certified
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P+P RIGGA Bracket (For tripod 75780/AB and RIGGA 15R)

P+P RIGGA Inertial Reel Fall Arrester\Recovery

P+P Linemans Belt (90056)

P+P 90481 12mm Reusable Ladder Anchor (Utility Anchor)

Model: RIGGA B

Model: RIGGA 15R

Model: 90056

Model: 90481

Bracket to fit RIGGA 15R inertial reel fall arrester/retriever to P+P tripod 
75780/AB

Material: powder coated steel bracket bolted to steel clamp
Attachment points: clamps to P+P tripod leg

Inertial Reel type fall arrester in a durable cast alloy housing with 
galvanised steel wire cable

Optional built in recovery mechanism, which can be engaged for rescue 
or to lift or lower a casualty and is operated by winding the handle

Material: 5mm galvanised cable
Swivel eye on housing and double action snap hook with fall indicator on 

wire cable
Size/length: 6m, 10m, 15m

EN360:2002 certified

Work positioning belt with large roller buckle (with back feed bar) 2 side 
work positioning “D” rings

Material: polyester webbing with carbon steel, heat treated and zinc 
plated metal fiings

Side work positioning “D” rings
EN383:1993 certified

12Mm reusable ladder anchor that can be used in concrete, rock, brick or 
other suitable substrates

Material: stainless steel, aircraft grade cable, aluminium alloy, zinc plated 
spring steel

Attachment Points: Large plastic covered eyelet
Size / length: unit size 43mm x 227mm. Insertion depth 40 - 65mm

For restraint only, 2.2kN safe working load
Must be installed to manufacturer’s instructions
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PRO Safety LeadSafe LSO Pocket/Belt Clip

SIR Forker Lanyard with Shock Absorber (EN355)

SIR Fall Arrest Stopper Device (7.5m and 15m lengths 
available) (EN360)

SIR Maxi Eagle Retractable Webbing Fall Arrester (EN360)

Model: LeadSafe LSO

Model: 90293

Model: 55211

Model:55329

Shield-like shape single moulding curved to hug body
2x Belt hooks secure the unit firmly in place
Brightly coloured for high visibility
Cable hook supports & guides the cable ensuring it is in a safe position 
at all times
Versatile clip can be used to hold on to different items such as gloves 
or helmets 
(See Photo)

EN355 certified
44mm wide and 1m long webbing; 
Supplied with: energy absorber
1 standard karabiners 
2 montblanc karabiners at the extremities

Ideal for vertical tasks in dangerous positions.
User allowed weight up to 136 kg.Impact force: reduces fall arrest 
force to less than 6 kN
Lanyard: in galvanized stainless steel, 4.5 mm
Structure: impact resistant, steel-reinforced polymer
Suitable for vertical tasks in dangerous work sites
EN 360 certified
Length: 7.5m, 15m

Telescopic, tubular aluminium structure with 3 ground standing points
20m winch for lifting or lowering a person and/or equipment up to a 
weight of 500Kg
Wire-ending is fitted with a karabiner which shall be connected to 
harnesses with dorsal and sternal attachment points
Ideal for the maintenance and inspections of wells, sewers, lifts, etc.
Also allows for the rescue of workers who have fainted or who are 
injured
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SIR Tripod Work Positioning System (EN795)

SIR Sokoi 1 Safety Harness (EN361)

SIR Sokoi 2 Safety Harness (EN361)

SIR Sokoi 3 Safety Harness (EN361)

Model: 55329

Model: 55311

Model: 55312

Model: 55313

Telescopic, tubular aluminium structure with 3 ground standing points
20m winch for lifting or lowering a person and/or equipment up to a 

weight of 500Kg
Wire-ending is fitted with a karabiner which shall be connected to 

harnesses with dorsal and sternal attachment points
Ideal for the maintenance and inspections of wells, sewers, lifts, etc.

Also allows for the rescue of workers who have fainted or who are injured

Material: polyester
EN361 certified

1 dorsal D attachment for the fall arrest system
Adjustable chest belt and leg loops
Chest strap holding shoulder straps

Wider comfortable straps for extended time use

Material: polyester
EN361 certified

2 chest D attachments and 1 dorsal D attachment for the fall arrest 
system

Adjustable shoulder straps and leg loops
Sliding frontal plate for strap adjustment

Totally adjustable harness
Siing waistbelt designed for maximum comfort of the worker

Material: polyester
EN361 certified

2 chest D attachments and 1 dorsal D attachment for the fall arrest 
system

Adjustable shoulder straps and leg loops
Sliding frontal plate for strap adjustment

Totally adjustable harness
Siing waistbelt designed for maximum comfort of the worker
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SIR Sokoi 4 Safety Harness (EN361) Model: 55314

Material: polyester
EN361 certified
2 textile chest attachments and 1 dorsal D attachment for the fall 
arrest system
2 lateral D-rings for work positioning
Adjustable shoulder straps, leg loops and waistbelt
Rear clasps and rings for carrying tools
Totally adjustable harness
Siing waistbelt designed for maximum comfort of the worker
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SKIN PROTECTION

Protection against harmful UV rays, 
bacteria, dirt and grime.
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PRO ProBloc SPF50 Sunscreen

Deb InstantFOAM Hand Sanitiser

Deb Swargega Orange

Deb Suprega Plus

Model: SS1-50

Model: IFS47ML

Model: SOR4LMP

Model: 5000

SPF 50+ with aloe vera & vitamin E
Filters up to 98% of UV rays
Broad spectrum protection from both UVA & UVB
4 Hours water resistant
Nanoparticle free
Approved to AS/NZS 2604:2012
Made In Australia for extreme conditions
Pump pack bottle (2.5L, 1L) or Tube (125ml)

Highly effective, perfume & dye-free alcohol-based foam hand 
sanitiser
Kills 99.999% of many common germs in just 15 seconds
No water rinsing required
Conforms to EN1500, prEN12054, EN1276, EN1275 and EN1040

Micro-polymer granules help remove stubborn soilage without 
damaging skin
Wheat germ extracts moisturises the hands
Rinses off easily and leaves no greasy feeling
Solvent-free formula helps prevent skin from drying out

Specially developed cleaning agents remove a variety of soilage, 
grease, crude oil and paints
Lanolin derivatives prevent skin dryness, chapping and cracking
Non-abrasive polybeads help remove stubborn soilage without 
damaging skin
Neutral PH to help reduce drying of skin
Citrus fragrance
Available in 5L packs that dischage through a wall mounted dispenser
Dispenser sold separately
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Deb Restore After Work Cream

Deb Instantfoam Hand Sanitiser

Model: RESTORE1

Model: INSTANTFOAM

Protects against grease, solvents, oil, detergents, paints and resins.
Prevents skin dryness with added glycerine - a highly effective humectant

Oilment based cream quickly absorbs into the skin without leaving a 
greasy after- feel

Neutral PH reduces the risk of possible irritation
Available in 1L cartridge for dispensing, 500ml hand pump bottle and 

200ml tubes

Kills 99.999% of many common germs in just 15 seconds
Dermatologically test shows the product to be non-irritant

Meets the requirements of European Cosmetics Regulation
Built-in conditioners leave hands feeling soft and smooth

Foams and easily rubs across the hands with no drips and splashes
Available in 1L cartridges that dischage through a wall mounted 

dispensers
Dispenser is sold separately
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SPILL PROTECTION

Quickly and safely contain any spills and 
protect against pollution.
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CEP UQ100-FF-1719 Grey Universal Bonded Sorbent Pads

CEP UP100-Y-FF-1719 Yellow Universal Fine Fibre Absor-
bent Pads

CEP Q100-FF-1719 Oil Only Fine Fibre Absorbent Pads

CEP HAZSOC9-12-Y Yellow HazMat Socks

Model: CEP-UP100-Y-FF-1719

Model: CEP-UP100-Y-FF-1719

Model: CEP-Q100-FF-1719

Model: CEP-HAZSOC12-Y

Dimensions: 15” x 17”
Quantity: 100/cs

24 Gallon absorbency
36 Per skid

Ideal for wiping up chemical spills.
Can be used as a HazMat Rag!

These pads and rolls will absorb all liquids from water based fluids to 
aggressive acids

Bonded for tensile strength.
Absorb up to 25 times their weight in liquids

HazMat Green color stands out as a potentially harmful liquid that spilled

Two layers of fine fiber polypropylene ultrasonically bonded around a 
high-loft meltblown core

Dimensions: 15” x 17” 
Quantity: 100/cs

24 gallon absorbency
Absorb up to 25 times their weight in liquids

Made in USA
36 per skid

Two layers of fine fiber polypropylene ultrasonically bonded around a 
high-loft meltblown core

Dimensions: 15” x 17” 
Quantity: 100/cs

24 gallon absorbency
36 per skid

Dimpled for faster absorption
Made in USA

HazMat socks are great for soaking up aggressive acids, bases and 
chemicals.

Dimensions: 3” X 48” 
Quantity: 12/cs

24 gallon absorbency
35 per skid

Absorbs up to 25 times their weight in fluid
Made in USA

An absolute necessity for any haz mat spill or spill contingency plan
CEP Socks help surround spills offering easy containment and clean up

Tough skin deters tearing and offers maximum flexibility   
Socks and booms come in a variety of sizes
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CEP HAZPIL9-32-Y Yellow HazMat Pillows

CEP GPIL4 Universal General Purpose Sorbent Pillows

CEP GS4 Universal general Purpose Sorbent Socks

Kappler 99402YW ChemTape

Model: CEP-GPIL4

Model: CEP-GPIL4

Model: CEP-GS4

Model: 99402YW

Contain drips and leaks absorbing any liquid
Absorbs up to 25 times their weight in fluid
Dimensions: 9” X 9” X  2” 
Quantity: 32/cs
24 gallon absorbency
35 per skid
Made in USA
An absolute necessity for any haz mat spill or spill contingency plan
Socks and booms come in a variety of sizes
All products are colour coded in haz mat orange

Dimensions: 9” x 9” x 2” 
Quantity: 32/cs
24 gallon absorbency
35 per skid
Pillow absorbs oils, water coolants and solvents
Made in USA
Perfect moldable application for continuous maintenance leaks
The recycled fibre fillers are BTU rich for multiple disposal options

Dimensions: 3” x 4’
Quantity: 40/cs
Sock absorbs oils, water, coolants and solvents
Perfect moldable application for continuous maintenance leaks
Made in USA

Chemical-resistant tape
Designed specifically for protective apparel and related applications
Outstanding holdout against the entire ASTM F1001 test battery
Can be used for taping gloves, boots, respirators and storm flaps
Measures 60 yards length by 2” width (48mm X 55mm)
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Justrite Red Oily Waste Cans

AL-Gard Pad 203 Universal Absorbent Pads

AL-Gard HazPad 301 Yellow Chemical Absorbent Pads

3M Chemical Sorbent Spill Kit

Model: 09300

Model: ALG-P203

Model: ALG-HP301

Model: C-SKFL5

Holds up to 10 gallons of oily waste
Foot lever enables safe & hands-free disposal

Heavy gauge steel construction, with powder coat paint finish
Lid opens to 60° to protect contents from fire sources and automatically 

closes when foot lever is released
Ventilated base safely disperses heat

High performance universal absorbent pads
Great for oil, organic solvent and water base liquids.

Dimpled to soak up more liquids and reduce “wicking”
Lint-free spun-bond fabric

Mat keeps in shape even if saturated
Size of pads : 40cm x 50cm
Packing : 100 pads per case

Made from 100% polypropylene
Dimpled to soak up more liquids and reduce “wicking”

Perforated in the centre to reduce wasteages
Bright yellow color for easy identification as caution around spill

Suitable for aggressive chemicals such as acids, caustic and organic 
solvent

Sizes : 40cm x 50cm / Pad
Packing : 100 pads per case
Absorbs 27 gallon per case

Excellent solution for storage where space is limited
Ideal for use in laboratory spills

Allows the material to be used as a pillow, pad, roll or boom
Included containment bag and tie
Absorbs up to to 5 gallons of spill
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3M Chemical Sorbent Pad (P-110)

3M Chemical Sorbent Folded (High Capacity)

3M Chemical Sorbent Folded Spill Kit

3M Chemical Sorbent Mini-Boom

Model: P-110

Model: C-FL550DD

Model: C-5KFL31

Model: P-200

Designed with quick and easy response in mind
Convenient dispenser boxes, for storage in confined spaces
Size 11” X 13”
50 pieces/box
Absorbs approximately 4 gallons of spill

Dispensed in the form of a 5 inch wide continuous roll
Perforated every 16 inches
Can be unfolded into pads or pillows
Size 5 X 50 ft
Absorbs up to 10 gallons of spill

Packaged in a 20 gallon drum
Easily identified by the bright yellow colour
Fast transport to a spill site
Absorbs up to 31 gallons of spill
Contains: 2 rolls of folded sorbent (each 5” X 50 ft)
30 Pads (each 17” X 19”)
3 temporary disposal bags and ties

Encircles chemical leaks and spills to prevent them from spreading to 
adjacent areas
Fast and effective containment and clean-up
Suitable for use with most chemicals
Promotes safety on the site
Easy to dispose of
3 inches in diameter
P200 - 4 ft in length (12 booms/ case)
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3M P-300 Chemical Sorbent PillowModel: P-300

Ideal for areas where greater absorbancy capacity is required for chemical 
leaks and spills

Pillows have a high absorbancy capacity
Suitable for use with most chemicals

Promotes safety on the site
Easy to dispose of
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TRAFFIC SAFETY

Stay visible and safe while working on the 
road and around heavy vehicles and 
machinery STARS PLASTIC
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Al-Gard Cone Mountable Retractable barrier

Al-Gard Adjustable High Visibility Jacket / Vest

Al-Gard Adjustable High Visibility Jacket / Vest with LED 
Lights

Al-Gard Elastic High Visibility Safety Vest / Jacket with 
Reflective Straps

Model: ALG-A27-002R

Model: ALG-HV1

Model: ALG-LEDV1

Model: ALG-HV2

Bright yellow design for improved night visibility
9m barrier ribbon

Yellow and Black striped barrier ribbon for good day and night time 
visibility

Mountable on most traffic cones

Fully adjustable with hook & loop straps to suit torsos of different lengths 
& waist sizes

Single buckle design for easy donning and removal
Lightweight & non movement restrictive design

Bright fluorescent green and fully reflective design allows for good 
visibility in the day & night times

Unisex
Strap width: 5cm

Waist circumference: 80-120cm

Adjustable with hook & loop straps to suit torsos of different lengths & 
waist sizes

Single hook & loop closure design for easy donning and removal
Lightweight & non movement restrictive design

Bright fluorescent green and fully reflective design allows for good 
visibility in the day & night times

16 LED lights with 3 seings powered by 2 AA batteries
Lightweight green mesh

Unisex

Fully adjustable with hook & loop straps to suit torsos of different lengths 
& waist sizes

Single buckle design for easy donning and removal
Lightweight & non movement restrictive design

Bright fluorescent green and fully reflective design allows for good 
visibility in the day & night times

Unisex
Strap width: 5cm

Waist circumference: 80-120cm
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MCR Luminator WCCL2LFR Class 2 Yellow Mesh High Visi-
bility Vest

MCR Surveyor’s Class 2 Orange High Visibility Vest

Star Plastic 6-in-1 LED Traffic Baton

Star Plastic Reflective LED Directional Signage

Model: WCCL2LFR

Model: SURVCL2PO

Model: ST-211AA

Model: AB-4685

ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Class 2, Type R compliant
Dielectric / non-conductive zipper front closure
4.5” orange/silver reflective stripes for ample contrast
2 inner pockets
Sizes available: M, L, XL

*Limited Flammability, NOT intended for use as protection against ARC Flash or Flash 
Fire
**This garment is not flame resistant as defined by ANSI/ISEA 107-2015 Section 10.5.

Fluorescent orange polyester tricot fabric with reinforced zipper front 
closure
2” Wide silver reflective materials with 3” florescent orange 
contrasting colour striping
Two lower exterior pockets with heavy metal chrome snaps
Top right pocket with pen holder and mic tab
Top left radio/utility pocket with clear badge holder
Two inside patch pockets back plan pocket the width of the entire 
back of vest.
2Nd back pocket with hook and loop access
Sizes available: M, L, XL

2 Light Seings: LED torch and SOS flashing lights with 9 red LEDs 
Powered by 2 AA batteries (not included) 
Emergency cuing knife (For seatbelts)
Lifesaving hammer (to break glass)
Magnetic base
Waterproof
Battery lifetime: 36 hours under continuous lights 
Visible up to 200 meters 

Directional flashing arrow
Size: width:46cm length:85cm
Mounted with 4 strong button magnets or through eyelets
Weatherproof
Powered with 3 AA batteries
Battery life: more than 18h

STARS PLASTIC

STARS PLASTIC
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Model: SURVCL2PO

Star Plastic Reflective LED Traffic Warning Sign

Orex High Visibility Vest Mesh (Yellow / Orange)

Orex High Visibility Vest Mesh (Yellow) With Printing

Orex High Visibility Vest Mesh (Orange) With Printing

Model: AB-5252

Model: ORX-VEST-P

Model: ORX-VEST-P

Model: ORX-VEST-P

Size: width: 52cm length: 52cm
Power: 3 AA batteries

Battery life: more than 25 hours
Mounting: 4 high strength button magnets or through eyelets

Comes with a storage bag
Weather resistant

Reflective bands
Hook and Loop centre closure

Free Size
Available in bright yellow and orange

Reflective bands
Hook and loop centre closure

Free size
Printed text on reflective or coated canvas material

Reflective bands
Hook and Loop centre closure

Free size
Printed text on reflective or coated canvas material

STARS PLASTIC
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PROchoice Safety Fluorescent H-Back Vest for Day and 
Night Use Model: VDNY

With ‘H’ back reflective tape to meet 
Australian Standards - class D/N
Available sizes: M, L, XL, 2XL
Sold and packaged individually
Available in high visibility yellow or 
orange



FIRE PROTECTION

Quickly and safely contain any spills and 
protect against pollution.
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Oxinforce Fireman / Firefighting Hood

Lakeland Firefighting Suit (CEOSOSX1000)

Oxinforce Fireman / Firefighting Suit

Harvik 9687L Fireman Boots

Model: JW-HD01

Model: CEOSX1000

Model: JW-P03

Model: 9687

Fully covers head, neck, shoulders and upper back with full face 
opening
Long front covers collarbone and provides protection across the chest 
Double layered rib knit made from Pyrotex-5
Sewing thread: 100% Kevlar
Non-flammable, non-melting, infrared rays non-reflective, non-heat 
conductive, lightweight, highest LOI of all FR hoods with excellent TPP, 
stretch and recovery
Universal size
EN13911:2004 Certified

Includes coat and bil pants
EN469-2005 certified
Triple layered: Out shell, moisture and insulating layer and liner for 
comfort
Outer shell:Rip-stop fabric, 75% Metal-aramid / 25% Para-aramid / 
2% Antistatic, 203g /m2

Moisture and heat insulating layer, 12% Waterproof breathable 
membrane on Meta-aramid / 88% Para-aramid felted thermal barrier, 
170g /m2 

Liner: 50% FR Modacrylic / 50% Lenzing fabric, soft an comfortable 
with excellent FR resistance 120g /m2 

Comprises of a flame-resistant outer layer, a moisture barrier, a 
thermal layer and an anti-wicking layer
Every layer of the whole outfit uses the same material which comprises 
OPF, para-aramid (1414) and meta-aramid (1313)
Fitted with 3m Scotchlite reflective strips
Dark blue in colour
EN469:2005 certified, Grade: Xd2 Xr2 Y2 Z2

Outer shell is flame resistant an high heat protective rubber
High visibility with black and yellow contrast
Flame retardant rubber outsole
Cotton/wool blends canvas as liner for comfort
Steel Midsole and steel toe cap against penetration and impact
18KV Electric Shock Resistance (ESR) protection
Hypalon lacquer coating for weather protection
CE 96 EN345 Certified
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Bullard LT Fireman Helmet

Oxinforce Fireman / Firefighting Gloves

AL-Gard Firemen Gloves

Drager PAS Lite SCBA

Model LT

Model: JW-GL08

Model: ALG-FG

Model: PASLITE

M-PACT shell with SmartRidge design
High-heat thermoplastic outer shell

Comfortable Sure-Lock ratch headband
Balanced 4-point nylon crown straps and crown pad

Nomex chinstrap with quick-release buckle and postman’s slide fastener
Rip-stop Nomex ear/neck protector

Removable fire-resistant, absorbent cotton brow pad
Quick-Attach faceshield or goggle system

12 comfort seings
Scotchlite reflective markings

Certified t NFPA 1971-2013 standard

4 layer fire protection
Fireproof leather and fabric outer layer made from a OPF and Kevlar 

blend
Outer layer is fire-retardant, heat resistant, resistant to solvents, cut and 

wear
Membrane barrier layer made with Porelle and PU is waterproof and 

breathable
Thermal barrier layer made from OPF and Kevlar provides additional heat 

resistance
Kevlar inner lining and all thread used is 100% Kevlar

Available Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Feature All Leather construction fire gloves provides exceptional slach 
and puncture resistance

Roomy gunn-cut design with wing thumb and seamless index index finger 
allow extra comfort durability and dexterity

Full sock type SEF flame resistant liner offer great protection
Wristlet is a 2 layer kelvar with extra long pull patch

High quality pneumatics as found in professional firefighter 
breathing apparatus

Ultra lightweight, durable high strength carbon composite 
space-frame

Impact, heat and chemical resistance
Efficent load distribution

Integrated hoses - air supply and gauge hoses are mounted 
into the space-frame

Easy to maintain and services
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DISPOSABLE 
PROTECTION
Provide protection for cleanrooms, central 
kitchens and/or visitors
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Disposable Non-Skid Polypropylene Shoe Covers

3 Ply Disposable Cleanroom Mask

Disposable Surgical Face Mask (Double or Triple Ply)

Non-Woven Beard Mask

Model: ALG-PPSC

Model: ALG-18711

Model: ALG-DPFM

Model: ALG-NWBM

Non-skid pattern on shoe bottom
Elasticated ankle

Made of polypropylene non woven fabric
Fits most shoes up to size 10

Sold in bags of 100 pieces

Packed in sealed bags of 50 pieces and suitable for cleanroom use
Blue colour on the outside of the mask for easy identification

Non-shedding polyurethane earloops reduce particulation
Includes polyethylene clip so the mask can be worn around the ears or 

behind the head
3-Ply, low lint polypropylene construction 

100 Pieces per box (double ply)
50 Pieces per box (triple ply)

Hypoallergenic
Glass fibre free

Spun polypropylene
Elasticated edge

Elasticated head loop
Comes in a box of 100
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Mop Cap

Bouffant Cap

Lakeland MicroMAX NS AMN905 Boot Cover

Ultitec Protection DD305 Disposable Boot Cover

Model: ALG-DMC

Model: ALG-DBC

Model: AMN905

Model: DD-305

PP disposable mop cap
Pack of 100 pieces 

PP disposable bouffant cap / hair net
Pack of 100 pieces

Vinyl sole
Elastic ankles
Sold in packs of 200 pairs

Elasticated opening
SF63E-HAS-WH/WH fabric and neoprene rubber elastic
Bottom length - 38cm
Total height - 38cm
Maximum calf opening - 24cm
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OTHER

Other useful tools and equipment outside 
of the usual PPE
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AL-Gard Multi Purpose Tool Belt

AL-Gard Leather Card / Pass Holder / Wallet for Camp or 
Office Access Leather Card

Checkpoint Safety Checkpoint Wheelnut Indicator

Checkpoint Safety Checklink Wheelnut Indicator / 
Retainer

Model: ALG-TB

Model: ALG-CH

Model: CPDOG24

Model: CLDOG32

Durable canvas material with hoop and loop size adjustment (24” to 
46” Waists)
Quick release buckle for easy removal and donning of belt
Includes a multipurpose hand tool pouch, a large tool pouch and a 
water bottle holder (Bottle not included)
Available with: 3 in 1 tool pouches or a fire extinguish pouch

Great for use for holding camp or office passes 
Metal clip for lanyard 
Quick to open (velcro) 
Sturdy leather construction

Provides a clear visual indication of nut movement
Provides an indication of wheel overheating which is otherwise 
difficult to detect
Provides a clear visual commitment to roadworthiness 
Made in UK
Suitable for 24mm wheel nuts
Comes in olive grey (not pictured)

Provides a clear visual indication of nut movement
Provides a wheel nut retaining function to reduce wheel nut loosening
Provides an indication of wheel overheating which is otherwise 
difficult to detect
Provides a clear visual commitment to roadworthiness
Made in UK
Suitable for 32mm wheel nuts
Comes in olive grey (not pictured)
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Checkpoint Safety Dustlite Long Reach (LR) Wheelnut 
Indicator

Checkpoint Safety Dustlite Wheelnut Indicator

Large Yellow Duffel Bag With Separate Shoe 
Compartment

Fox 40 Classic CMG Whistle

Model: DTLRDOG3 

Model: DTDOG32

Model: ALG-DUFBY

Model: FOX-CMG

Provides a clear visual indication of nut movement
Provides an indication of wheel overheating which is otherwise difficult 

to detect 
Provides a clear visual commitment to roadworthiness

Prolongs the service life of studs & nuts, through protection from 
corrosion

Made in UK
Suitable for 32mm wheel nuts

Comes in olive grey

Provide a clear visual indication of nut movement
Provide an indication of wheel overheating which is otherwise difficult to 

detect
Provide a clear visual commitment to roadworthiness and professionalism 

Prolong the service life of studs & nuts, through protection from 
corrosion

Made in UK
Suitable for 32mm wheel nuts

Comes in olive grey

Approximately 73 X 33 X 33 cm
Canvas construction with hard base

Separate shoe compartment accessible from the side
Buckles on the top of bag for extra security

Comes with a shoulder strap

Cushioned Mouth Grip (CMG)™ provides superior grip and protection for 
teeth

No moving parts to freeze, jam or deteriorate
Chambers are designed to self-clear when submerged in water

Sound will be heard up to a mile away
Comes with a lanyard

Design: 3-chamber pealess with added CMG
Sound power: 115 dB

Available in black, red, orange, fluorescent green, green, yellow and blue
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Marco Air Horn

PRO KPSS Proflex Knee Pads

Model: MAH

Model: KPSS

Aerosol 200ml R134a canister - non flammable gas, non electrical 
sparks 
19cm trumpet
100% Ozone free
Contains HFC134A Gas -same as used in car air conditioners
If held down constantly, you will get approx 2 minutes of noise
Made in Italy

Non-slip, non marking soft shell 
Soft shell flexes with knee, allowing greater mobility of joint 
Suitable for use on all interior floors 
Two adjustable hook n loop straps for easy on/off 
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